


The Micro and Micro 9 families put 

power and Kimber dependability 

in a classic, compact package. 

Additional .380 models join the 

Micro CDP with features to meet 

any need or aesthetic.

Starting at 13.4 oz., Micro 

pistols feature a thumb 

safety, smooth single action 

trigger and are Lasergrip 

compatible.

The Micro CDP of ers Kimber 

3-dot tritium night sights, 

Carry Melt™ treatment on 

frame and slide, and front 

strap checkering.

New for 2016, the Micro 

Stainless 9mm takes 

compact and powerful 

to the next level.  With 6 

round or extended 7 round 

magazines, Micro 9 sets the 

bar for classic, compact and 

elegant protection.

M A DE  I N  A MER IC A W H A T  A L L  G U N S  S H O U L D  B E
T M

©2016, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specif cations are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

(888) 243-4522

kimberamerica.com

Kimber Micro .380 & Micro 9mm.
light. compact. powerful.



Left foot in. Grab the shell. Load the gun. Close the gun. From the moment you see 

the target to the time you hit it, nothing should ever break your focus. The Beretta 

DT11 is your shot of confidence. Born from a true champion, this premium competition 

over and under offers new technologies, new features, and new finishes—giving you a 

whole new advantage. It’s just what you would expect from Beretta. The company that 

lives for perfection.

Beretta’s exclusive Steelium Pro® technology:

• Reduces recoil and muzzle rise

• Increases shooting stability

• Improves penetration and target breakage

• Enhances two-shot rapidity and accuracy

Beretta.com

“When competing, I wouldn’t trust 

anything other than Beretta.”

—VINCENT HANCOCK,  

Two-Time Olympic Gold Medalist

Men’s Skeet

3 HOURS IN THE KILN. 
LESS THAN A SECOND IN THE AIR. 
The new DT11 will quickly become your all-time favorite.
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OWB Versus IWB
Which method of belt holster is 

right for your concealed carry 

needs? Here’s what you need to 

know.

Layne Simpson

Thumper
Windham Weaponry’s R18FS-

FST-308 is a specialized carbine 

that will appeal to those who need 

a hard-hitting .30-caliber AR.

Steve Gash

The Revolutionary FTX
We thought it was time to revisit 

Hornady’s LEVERevolution ammo 

loaded with FTX and MonoFlex 

bullets. Plus, we give you tips for 

handloading the innovative bullets.

Layne Simpson

Quick Shot
Coonan Classic .357 Magnum
Coonan successfully put the one 

cartridge that all defensive hand-

gun cartridges are compared to 

into the 1911 platform.

Jake Edmondson

Quick Shot
Leupold VX-6 3-18X 44mm 
CDS-ZL
This new variation is a superb 

hunting scope with durable, con-

sistent gears and high-quality 

locking turrets.

Joseph von Benedikt

Quick Shot
Clemit ScopeAid
Engineered specifically for riflemen 

who wear prescription eyeglasses, 

the ScopeAid solves the problems 

associated with presbyopia.

Joel J. Hutchcroft
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American Pistol
Developed through a “Voice of the Cust- 

omer” program, Ruger’s new polymer-

frame pistol meets U.S. military standards.

Joseph von Benedikt
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LOCK-N-LOAD®

BUSHING SYSTEM

Incorporating our  patented 

Lock-N-Load® bushing system, 

change overs are lightning fast.

AUTOMATIC PRIMING SYSTEM

The gravity fed Automatic Priming System (sold separately 

or with the Kit) helps increase reloading efficiency by 

allowing more processes to happen simultaneously.

Representing the next evolution in single stage press technology, the Lock-N-Load®

Iron Press™ is built to be the heaviest, most rigid press in its class. Tight tolerances 

in manufacture and assembly combine to provide consistency and precision that will 

deliver match accurate ammunition, round-after-round, year-after-year.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH

Industry leading strength and

further ease of use comes from 

the spring assist 1-1/8” solid 

steel ram and ambidextrous handle.

Pictured with accessories from the Iron Press™ Kit.

 Dies and cartridge components sold separately.800.338.3220 | HORNADY.COM

ACCESSORY DECK

Provides quick access to trays for bullets or cases, 

and storage for chamfer and deburr tools, case neck 

brushes, primer pocket cleaners and more.

PATENTED SHELL 

HOLDER PLATFORM

Allows users to deprime, pause and 

remove the case to chamfer and deburr, 

then easily replace the case to prime.
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History of the Ruger Mini-14
The Ruger Mini-14 is one of the most popular semiauto rifles in America. 

Check out our look at how this rifle came to be back in the mid-1970s.

shootingtimes.com/mini-14-history

New RCBS Products for 2016
RCBS has released a number of new products for 2016, including new die sets 

and a tube case feeder. Find all of the details on our site.

shootingtimes.com/2016-rcbs-products

MCMILLANUSA.COM/ST5

NO WAITING AT MCMILLAN’S 

NEW ONLINE STORE

Hundreds of stocks now in stock for your rifl e.

Get $5.00 OFF when you enter Promo Code: ST5 

TOLL FREE 1-877-365-6148



 (866) 729-7599

Featuring:
• Roebuck Quad-Lock System
• Laser Etched Slide Reduces Glare
• 10 + 1 Round Capacity
• Perpetual Lifetime Warranty

New!!

Now in .380 ACP

CPX-3

www.SCCY.com
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SHOOTER’S UPDATE

READERS SPEAK OUT NEW GUNS & GEAR ASK THE EXPERTS

BACK IN 1991 TO 1993 I WAS ENROLLED IN THE GUNSMITH PROGRAM AT

Trinidad State Junior College. I had (still have) a Savage 23B in .25-20. Being 

a poor college kid, I needed a shooter besides a .22 that wouldn’t break 

the bank to feed. Having a couple hundred cases and being very miserly 

in powder consumption, the .25-20 was the ticket!

Most of my shooting was prairie dogs. I have two witnesses for a 

confirmed prairie dog kill at 275 yards with my little Savage. Granted, 

it took me three shots to do it, but I did center that pasture poodle!

I’m happy to see some newer load data. I found my best accu-

racy was W680 powder and Hornady 60-grain softpoints and an 

average of 0.75-inch, five-shot groups at 100 yards.

I even went so far as to build a scaled-down Farquharson kit in .25-20, 

but, alas, the sear was too hard, breaking both sear and hammer notches. 

Maybe someday I will make new parts.

This old cartridge is great fun, with little noise and no recoil. I enjoyed the 

recent reloading column in ST about the little round. It’s nice to see some-

one else has “discovered” this round! More people should discover the old 

rounds: .25-20, .218 Bee (my all-time favorite), and .22 Hornet.

Will “Gunny Mack” Machauer

Via e-mail

Optimal Home-Defense Sight-In Distance
To Betty Arnold’s question about the optimal sight-in distance for home 

defense and plinking [“Ask The Experts,” February], Joel Hutchcroft’s 

response was that his home-defense guns shoot dead-on at 25 yards. Well, 

yes, most trajectory specs support that premise, and that’s fine for “accom-

plished shooters.” But a “casual shooter” (me, for instance) may become 

quite frustrated trying to accomplish and maintain that level of accuracy. 

Wouldn’t a better response be to concen-

trate on dead-on at 25 to 50 feet?

I respect Hutchcroft and certainly agree 

with the rest of his instructions in that para-

graph, but so many variables come in to 

play. Heck, I can’t even get the same ammo 

from month to month from my local suppli-

ers (a reason I try to load my own standard 

practice ammo). For a newly acquired gun, 

my approach is to get well acquainted with 

it (practice a lot) and shoot various brands 

and types of ammo before I decide what 

works best for me—and before giving too 

much concern to sight adjustment (assum-

ing they’re not extremely off). It gets 

complicated, doesn’t it?

Keith R. Roehr

Via e-mail

Nobody Like Bill Jordan!
I really enjoyed Joel Hutchcroft’s “Hip-

shots” column about Bill Jordan in the 

February issue. I met Jordan in the 1970s, 

when I was much younger. He was a friend 

of G.W. Stone, a famous knifemaker here in 

Texas. One day, Mr. Jordan came in to see 

G.W., and he was introduced as the fast-

est draw ever. He then put on a little 

exhibition right there in the shop. He 

put six empty .22 cases on top of 

the television, stepped back 15 to 

20 feet, drew and shot, reholstered, 

drew and shot. He did it six times, and 

every time he shot, a .22 case went flying 

off the TV. This whole thing happened in 

about 4 or 5 seconds.

If you told this story I would call bull, but I 

was there and saw it myself. It was amazing. 

And, yes, he used wax bullets. I have seen 

other “trick shots” in my time but nothing 

like Bill Jordan, and it was no “trick.” He was 

honestly that fast and that good.

I remember that like it was yesterday, 

and I remember something else: the size 

of his hands; they were enormous. I’ve met 

gigantic basketball players and pro foot-

ball players, but none had hands as large 

as Bill’s.

M. McCord

Edom, TX



Bullet Jump Affects Accuracy
I read the article on the Winchester XPR 

written by Steve Gash that ran in the Febru-

ary edition and noted the comments about 

improved accuracy with shorter bullet jump 

in the rifle. I did custom accuracy workups 

for a number of years, and I found that bullet 

jump was as important as powder charge, 

primer type, etc.

At the same time, it took me about two 

rifles to figure out that factory throat depths 

and magazine lengths seldom work out right 

for a rifle. For example, I have a Model 70 

Featherweight in .22-250, and it is a “two-shooter” due to the short mag-

azine and the rifle’s preference for only 0.005 inch of bullet jump for best 

accuracy. Fortunately, I can load one in the chamber and one in the mag-

azine with the bullet lying on the feedramp.

Shooters having a rifle rebarreled or building one from scratch would 

be well advised to have their gunsmiths chamber the throat shorter rather 

than longer, and it can be lengthened if necessary. With factory barrels and 

long throats, a gunsmith can remove the barrel, set it back a thread, and 

rechamber with a shorter throat.

If it is the last bit of accuracy you are after, this will usually help.

Allen Rhodes

Seguin, TX
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SHOOTER’S UPDATE

READERS SPEAK OUT NEW GUNS & GEAR ASK THE EXPERTS

FTI INC. NOW OFFERS TETRA GUN CARE CARBON CLEANER SOLUTION.

Available in jars, for both small-parts cleaning and presaturating cotton 

patches; bottles; and a foaming bore-cleaner aerosol, the Tetra Gun Carbon 

Cleaner was formulated to eliminate carbon buildup from metal surfaces on 

firearms. The ammonia-free, water-based solution is generally harmless to 

nonmetal parts, including wood, rubber, polymer, and composite materials. 

The solution is also nonflammable and biodegradable.

MSRP: $9.99

tetraguncare.com

Alliant Reloder 16
Alliant Powder’s new Reloder 16 propel-

lant with TZ technology offers repeatable 

long-range accuracy by performing consis-

tently across temperature extremes. Burn 

rate is slightly faster than Reloder 17, well 

within the 4350 burn speed band, and is 

ideal for traditional hunting cartridges, such 

as .30-06 and .270 Win., as well as 6.5mm 

target loads and tactical applications where 

temperature stability is required. Reloder 16 

is available in 1-pound bottles and 8-pound 

canisters.

MSRP: $25.95 (1 lb.), $189.95 (8 lbs.)

alliantpowder.com

American Eagle Syntech Ammo
American Eagle’s new Syntech ammuni-

tion utilizes a polymer-encapsulated bullet 

that not only reduces the metal-to-metal 

contact that shortens barrel life, but also 

eliminates copper and lead fouling. Syntech 

ammunition is loaded with clean-burning 

powders to minimize residue and fouling 

and uses American Eagle’s exclusive Cat-

alyst primer for reliable ignition. Syntech 

ammunition is available in 50-count boxes 

in 9mm (115 grains), .40 S&W (165 grains), 

and .45 ACP (230 grains).

MSRP: $20 (9mm), $27 (.40 S&W),

$34 (.45 ACP)

federalpremium.com

Starline .41 Special Cases
Starline Brass has added .41 Special cases 

to its selection of handgun brass offerings. 

The .41 Special was originally a wildcat cre-

ated by Elmer Keith by trimming the .41 

Magnum down to the same length as the .44 

Special and the .38 Special. The .41 Special 

can be used in any revolver or rifle cham-

bered for the .41 Magnum and is excellent 

for light plinking loads. The .41 Special cases 

are available in 500- and 1,000-count boxes.

MSRP: $116 (500 ct.), $199 (1,000 ct.)

starlinebrass.com/41
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 Q: COULD SOMEONE PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY FRONT COCKING SERRATIONS

are found on so many semiauto handguns? In over 50 years of shoot-

ing at various ranges, I have never seen anyone rack a slide using them. 

Why do they exist?

Milan J. Kralik Jr.

Spinnerstown, PA

 A: Front cocking serrations first appeared on the semiauto hand-

guns used in action shooting matches about 30 or so years 

ago. The idea was to provide additional surface area for performing 

a press check, especially if the shooter’s hands were sweaty, and to 

provide a place on the slide where a hand could grab onto to rack the slide 

in the event that the rear grasping grooves could not be accessed quickly 

and easily. At that time, competition shooters were beginning to use hand-

gun scopes and red-dot optics, which were a lot bigger and bulkier back 

then, and such equipment could obstruct the rear grasping grooves.

As with many gun-related items, features that are successfully used in 

competition shooting often make their way into other shooting disciplines, 

and such is the case with front slide serrations moving into the tactical 

world. Today, front grasping grooves are generally intended for perform-

ing a press check.

Jake Edmondson

Bulged Rifle Barrel?

 Q: In my 65 years of being around rifles, I’ve seen three barrels that were 

bulged near the muzzle, possibly from obstructions that were in the 

barrel at or near the muzzle. Is it possible that the breech-locking mecha-

nism could have been overpressured to a point where it should be examined 

for safety reasons before the rifle is fired again?

Richard Nelson

Sitka, AK

  A:You pose an excellent question. When 

we did full-cycle time-pressure stud-

ies at Speer, we could read pressure values 

from ignition all the way to the muzzle. 

Most modern rifle cartridges have less than 

10,000 psi of pressure remaining microsec-

onds before exit, even though the peak 

pressure ranged from 60,000 to 65,000 psi. 

This is just one man’s opinion, but even if 

the bullet encounters a muzzle obstruc-

tion, the added volume of the barrel and 

the near-depletion of the propellant charge 

near the muzzle likely produces a second-

ary pressure pulse much smaller than the 

initial or “normal” pulse. The action should 

handle it.

Obviously, an obstruction much closer to 

the breech—such as a bullet stuck just ahead 

of the throat—can be catastrophic because 

the obstruction is encountered just after the 

pressure peak when pressures may still be 

in the 45,000 to 55,000 psi range.

Your point of inspecting the action after 

such an event made me think hard, 

which is a good thing. There are three 

tests the average gunsmith can do:

If the rifle has conventional front 

locking lugs, remove the barrel 

and inspect the lug seats in the 

action for damage

Inspect the bolt lugs for cracks or, if not 

a bolt action, inspect whatever locking 

surfaces are used

Use a proper gauge to check the head- 

space.

The big problem with all three is that 

unless you have a baseline for each con-

dition before the obstruction occurred, it 

would be terribly difficult to tell if anything 

observed was from normal wear, damage 

from a much earlier “pressure excursion,” or 

the current obstruction event.

Peace of mind is important, so I won’t dis-

courage anyone from having a rifle checked 

out after a muzzle-bulging event. However, 

I would be less than honest if I failed to 

point out that such an inspection won’t 

tell us much unless there are baseline data 

recorded before the event occurs.

Allan Jones
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BACK TO BASICS
WITH NOTHING BASIC ABOUT IT. 

LWRCI™ |  HIGH-PERFORMANCE FIREARMS

PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA  |  LWRCI.COM  |  410-901-1348 Made in the USA

You know the commitment to craftsmanship and design excellence that comes with every LWRCI rifl e. 

And the new Di is no exception. Built from the ground up to be more than just another Direct Impingement 

rifl e, the new  Di delivers the quality the discerning  shooter demands, and innovation you expect from LWRCI.  

All with an operating system that’s been around the world and back. Di Elevated. Improved. Enhanced.

LWRCI Advanced DI Bolt Carrier 

Group with Integrated Linear Gas 

Key, Nickel-Boron-coated Carrier 

and Cam Pin, MIL-Spec Bolt.

To learn more and locate a dealer near you, visit www.lwrci.com/DI

■ LWRCI monoforgeª upper RECEIVER 

■ NEW MODULAR ONE-PIECE FREE-FLOAT RAIL

■  LWRCI Cold hammer forged spiral 

fluted barrel

■ User configurable rail system

■ LWRCI Angled Ergonomic Fore Grip

■ LWRCI Enhanced Fire control group

■  FULLY AMBIDEXTROUS LOWER CONTROLS: MAG 

RELEASE, BOLT CATCH/RELEASE AND SELECTOR

■  LWRCI RAIL PANELS 

■  LWRCI AMBI CHARGING HANDLE 

A L L  N E W .  A L L  L W R C I ™.
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SHOOTER’S GALLERY

THE BALLISTICIAN THE RELOADERTHE SHOOTIST

INTRODUCED IN 1939, SAVAGE’S MODEL 24 COM-

bination gun featured a rifled barrel over a shot-
gun barrel. Typically, the top tube was chambered 
for a rimmed cartridge, such as .22 LR, .22 WMR, 
.22 Hornet, or .30-30 Winchester, although the 
occasional rebated-rim cartridge like the .223 
Remington eventually found its way out of the 
production line. Scattergun barrels ranged 
from 12 gauge down to .410 Bore, which is 
what the gun shown here is chambered in.

Touted by enthusiasts as the most versatile 
game gun ever devised, the Model 24 offers the 
hunter the option of a single bullet precisely placed 
or a cloud of shot pellets. In the bigger caliber/bore 
combinations, such as .30-30/12 gauge, a Model 24 is 
a legitimate close-range deer gun and offers a precise 
shot with a centerfire bullet backed by an authorita-
tive slug for close work.

Smaller caliber/bore combinations, such as the .22 
LR/.410 Bore like the one I have, are confined to 
small-game duties, but they make fine tools for fill-
ing the camp stewpot. Youngsters turned loose in the 
hardwoods with Model 24s learn to stalk close and 

to make precise shots.
Over the decades more than one million 

Model 24s were produced, and the gun went 
through many updates, some good, some 
bad. Very early iterations had a barrel selector 

on the right rear flat of the action, enabling 
the shooter to access it with the trigger finger. 

Before long, Savage switched to a selector mounted 
on the hammer. Other changes include moving from 
walnut to “hardwood” stocks and from soldering/
welding the two barrels together down their full 
length to a system utilizing barrel clamps to keep 
the two in alignment. 

Made of blued 
and color-case-
hardened steel 

and walnut, 
Joseph’s half-

century-old .22 
LR/.410 Bore 
Savage Model 

24B is both his-
toric and capable.
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MANUFACTURER Savage Arms

TYPE
Break-action combination rifle/
shotgun

CALIBER .22 Long Rifle over .410 Bore

CARTRIDGE CAPACITY 2 rounds

BARREL 24 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 40.25 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 6.63 lbs.

STOCK Walnut

FINISH
Blued barrel, color-casehard-
ened action, oil-finished stock

LENGTH OF PULL 14.5 in.

SIGHTS Blade front, adjustable rear

TRIGGER 7.88-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY Hammer block

MODEL 24B

25-YD.

VEL. E.S. S.D. ACC.

AMMUNITION (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.22 Long Rifle

CCI Stinger 32-gr. HP 1563 40 17 0.61

American Eagle 38-gr. HP 1231 32 15 0.70

Winchester Super-X 40-gr. RN 1212 27 12 0.75

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of 15 rounds measured 10 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

SAVAGE MODEL 24B ACCURACY & VELOCITY

Mechanicals
Extremely simple in design, the Model 24 is a break-action over-under. 

Over the years and through various design iterations, differing methods 
of unlatching the action were used; my 24B is fitted with a traditional 
shotgun-type lever on the top tang. As mentioned earlier, the barrel selec-
tor is a rotating lever on the hammer, but an inert selector-type button 
on the right rear flat of my gun’s action leads me to believe that it is a 
transitional model. As best I can tell, the letter code stamped into the 
action indicates the gun was built in the early 1960s.

Like all Model 24s, my combination gun has extractors rather than 
ejectors. As the gun is broken, a massive extractor positioned at 6 o’clock 
draws the shotshell rearward, and a smaller—though still robust—extrac-
tor at about 8 o’clock on the rifle barrel does the same for the .22 cartridge. 
The little gun fires .22 Short, Long, and Long Rifle cartridges with 
equal reliability.

As for the trigger, it is heavy—7 pounds, 14 ounces—
but it breaks crisply. The hammer is of rebounding 
design, and a safety feature is incorporated into the 
trigger/hammer interaction: Unless the trigger is held 
rearward, the hammer is blocked from contacting 
the firing pins, preventing any accidental discharges 
should the hammer take a blow.

Sights are simple, clean, and effective. A small post-
type blade on a ramp is screwed atop the muzzle, and a 

©2016 Kel-Tec CNC Industries, Inc.



Rangetime
For this report, I test-fired the Model 24B with several .22 Long Rifle 

loads, a box of .410 Federal Game-Shok Hi-Brass 3-inch No. 6s, and a 
box of .410 Federal Premium 2.5-inch 000 buckshot personal-defense 
shotshells. All three .22 rimfire loads I tested grouped at or less than 0.75 
inch at 25 yards. That’s pretty darn good considering I was shooting with 
iron sights. CCI’s zippy Stinger 32-grain hollowpoint load bettered that, 
averaging 0.61-inch groups, and  point of impact was almost perfect.

I patterned the .410 barrel at 20 yards with the small-game shotshell, 
and all shot impacted inside a 21-inch circle at 20 yards. Point of impact 
was a shade low and left from iron-sight point of aim. Finally, I shot 
with a 2.5-inch load containing four 000 buckshot. Like the small-game 
load, point of impact was somewhat left, but the pattern was good. At 
20 yards all four pellets fell within a circle measuring less than 7 inches.

Like so many old guns, the 24B feels great in the hands and at the 
shoulder. Having been designed in a time when wood stocks were opti-
mized for iron sights, it mounts smoothly and points very naturally, my 
cheek coming to rest against the comb and the sights aligning perfectly 
on target. The tastefully rounded forearm feels great, and the open, slen-
der grip positions my shooting hand naturally and comfortably.

I like space-age semiautomatic rimfires and camo shotguns as much 
as the next guy, but in reality, Savage’s classic Model 24 is more versa-
tile than either.

tidy little flat-topped, U-notch rear is adjustable via a 
stepped ramp. Grooves machined into the upper sides 
of the rifle barrel would allow a scope to be mounted 
in small clamp-type rimfire rings, if desired.

Barrels, sights, hammer, trigger, and action lever 
are all nicely blued; the action is color-casehardened. 
The trigger guard appears to be of alloy material and 
has a black finish.

Provenance
I took the little Model 24B in trade some years ago. 

While it’s not exactly worth a ton, it’s a functional, 
practical hunting tool, beautifully made, from a time 
when small game was considered a welcome addition 
to the dinner table.

Shortly after I’d acquired it, my stepfather saw it 
and immediately requisitioned it for his never-end-
ing battle against the magpies assaulting my mother’s 
orchard. Eventually, my stepfather’s health declined 
to the point where he no longer could dash out the 
front door and catch a fleeing scavenger with a cloud 
of pellets, so he returned the 24B to me, and now it 
leans in the corner waiting to be taken on a hunt.

Squeeze the trigger of the compact Kel-Tec® CMR-30® and instantly redefi ne your idea of accuracy. 

Add its 30 round, .22 WMR magazine and this low recoil rifl e can turn a bullseye into a shot group.  

Innovation. Performance. Kel-Tec. See more at YouTube.com/user/KelTecWeapons.
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In 1920 the .300 
Savage entered 

a sparsely popu-
lated .30-caliber 

world and quickly 
carved out a 

market that it 
served for nearly 

a half-century.

SHOOTER’S GALLERY

THE BALLISTICIAN THE RELOADERTHE SHOOTIST

MANY OF MY CHERISHED CHILDHOOD MEMORIES

of shooting, hunting, fishing, and good family time 
revolved around spending weekends on relatives’ 
farms in East Texas. During one visit, when I was 
about eight, one of my relatives dragged out 
a “big rifle” he recently inherited. It was a 
Savage 99 in .300 Savage. My uncles and 
older cousins set out some empty shotshell 
boxes between 75 and 100 yards away and 
took turns shooting the rifle.

I remember the big report and a muzzle blast 
that displaced much of the dust on the trail in front 
of us—impressive to an eight-year-old who had never 
experienced a “big rifle” up close. I came away with a 
mental image that persists to this day, 60 years later: 
When I hear the term “deer rifle,” the graceful outline 
of a Savage Model 99 is the first thing in my mind’s eye.

Savage’s fine lever guns, starting with the Model 
1895, were, over time, chambered for a number of 

cartridges, but the company prided itself on a quar-
tet of cartridges that bore the company name. The 
.303 Savage was the first—in 1895, for the rifle of 
the same year. It was very similar to the .30-30 Win-

chester that appeared about the same time. The 
rimmed .303 Savage had few if any real-world 

advantages over the .30-30, yet it remained 
Savage’s “go-to” .30-caliber chambering for 
many years. Savage made inroads in 1912 

with the .22 Savage Hi-Power, a useful var-
mint and small-game cartridge in the Model 

99, and in 1914 with the .250 Savage. The .250 was a 
popular dual-purpose varmint/deer cartridge, but its 
quarter-inch bullet failed to please the diehards who 
demanded .30 caliber for game bigger than a coyote.

At that time the .30-06 ruled the .30-caliber world, 
mostly in full-size, bolt-action rifles. Compact lever 
guns retained the performance level of the .30-30 
and .303 Savage. Savage stepped up its .30-caliber 
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game in 1920 with the .300 Savage. It filled a big 
.30-caliber performance gap between the .30-30-class 
cartridges and the .30-06 and made the lever rifle a 
more potent game tool. It firmly held this niche until 
the mid-1950s.

Savage came very close to inventing the .308 
Winchester 32 years early. The .300 Savage car-
tridge was based on a shortened .30-06 case. The 

base-to-shoulder lengths of the .300 Savage and the 
.308 Winchester are virtually identical. The case diam-
eter at the shoulder origin is only 0.008 inch smaller 
for the .300 Savage, making the “boiler room” (the 
usable propellant capacity) quite similar between the 
two cartridges.

There are two significant differences. Savage held 
the cartridge overall length (COL) to a maximum of 

2.600 inches—only slightly longer than 
the older .303 Savage around which the 
Models 95 and 99 rifles were designed. 
The .308 Winchester has a somewhat 
more generous max COL of 2.810 
inches.

COL issues make the .300 Savage 
a better cartridge when loaded with 
lighter bullets. Bullets 180 grains and 
heavier can seriously encroach into the 
propellant space. As some of the best 
handloads require compressed charges, 
I prefer sticking to bullets that weigh 
165 grains or less for good velocity in 
this venerable old cartridge.

The other difference is operating 
pressure. Because of the rear-lock config-
uration of the Savage M95/99 bolt, the 
maximum average pressure (MAP) of 
the .300 Savage is a comfortable 47,000 
psi. By comparison, the MAP for the 
.30-06 is 60,000 psi, and for the .308 
Winchester it’s 62,000 psi. That is a lot 
of difference! Considering the magni-
tude of the pressure differences, the .300 
Savage’s designers deserve a lot of credit 
for providing so much performance.

Great for Handloading
Handloading the .300 Savage is a 

rather good idea. During some mid-
1990s testing at Speer, we found two 
then-new propellants—Alliant Reloder 
15 and VihtaVuori N140—that safely 
allowed a velocity gain of around 100 fps 
with 165- and 180-grain bullets. Both 
pushed the 180-grain Speer Hot-Cor to 
2,460 fps, considerably better than fac-
tory ammo. The same fuels pushed the 
165-grain Hot-Cor to 2,600 fps, more 
than 100 fps better than our previous 
“best” propellant.

Other than the short neck, the .300 
Savage seldom presents significant 
reloading challenges. Although we did 

.300 Savage
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not encounter a sizing problem with our Speer test 
rifle, I see that RCBS offers a small-base sizer die 
option for .300 Savage. This usually indicates that 
someone has encountered extra swelling of the fired 
case just forward of the extraction cannelure. In a rear-
lock action like the Savage, this is a prudent offering, 
but likely the real need for it falls only to owners of 
rifles with extreme usage and/or wear.

Back to Bullets
In addition to sticking to bullets 165 

grains and lighter, I extend the sugges-
tion to use flatbase bullets in the .300 
Savage. All other things being equal, a 
flatbase rifle bullet will be shorter than 
a boattail. Likewise, a roundnose bullet 
is usually shorter than a spitzer. Keep-
ing the bullet as short as possible can 
mitigate limited case capacity issues, 
allowing better velocities. The standard 
chamber has over a half-caliber (0.164 
inch) of freebore length; in rifles with 
worn throats, roundnose and semispitzer 
bullets may be more accurate.

Once upon a time, any .30-caliber 
bullets under 150 grains were built for 
varmints, not game animals. Today, there 
are tougher bullets in the 125- to 130-
grain range that can be great medicine at 
modest .300 Savage velocities. We were 

able to approach 2,800 fps with the 130-grain Speer 
SPFN from the 20-inch barrel of our lab’s Savage 99E.

I mentioned my emotional attachment to the .300 
Savage. For years a colleague of mine used a Savage 
Model 99 in .300 Savage handloaded with Speer 150-
grain Mag-Tips to hunt elk. At last report, he had 
racked up roughly 20 bulls with 22 shots, all in close 
cover with no losses. That’s impressive!

With its .300 cartridge (left), Savage very 
nearly developed the .308 Winchester (right) 
32 years early.
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The .280 Rem-
ington is the 

parent case for 
the .280 Ackley 

Improved, which 
has a reduced 

body taper and 
a sharper shoul-

der angle. The 
famous wildcat 
gained SAAMI 

approval in 2008.

P.O. ACKLEY IS RECOGNIZED AS MAYBE THE MOST

prolific wildcatter ever. He is credited with father-
ing at least 27 wildcat cartridges, ranging in calibers 
from .17 to .475. Apparently, Ackley never met many 
factory rifle cartridges—rimmed or rimless—
he didn’t think needed to be “improved.” 
His “improved” version usually featured 
a reduced body taper and sharper shoul-
der angle, yielding measurably greater case 
capacity. However, he made sure the shoul-
der/neck position remained the same so that 
one could safely fire the parent cartridge in his 
improved chamber.

When the .280 Remington debuted in 1957, Fred 
Huntington (another famous wildcatter) necked it 
up and down to form several different wildcat car-
tridges. His favorite variation was the .280 RCBS 
with less case taper and a 30-degree shoulder. Ackley 
adopted a similarly modified .280 Remington case 
but with his signature 40-degree shoulder. The .280 
Ackley Improved (AI) provides about a 5 percent 
increase in powder capacity.

In 2008, many years after his death, Ackley finally 
joined the select group of experimenters who are cred-
ited for a wildcat that turned into a factory round. 
Nosler secured SAAMI approval of the .280 AI and 
began chambering it in the Nosler M48 bolt action.

The SAAMI-Approved .280 AI
I own two .280 AI rifles: an E.R. Shaw Mk. VII 

rifle I acquired several years ago and a Legendary 
Arms Works (LAW) Professional model I pur-

chased just last year. Both are fitted with 4-14X 
scopes with range-compensating reticles. The 

Mk. VII has a 26-inch, spiral-fluted, heavy 
sporter barrel, and the LAW has a 24-inch, 
light sporter tube with straight flutes and 

a muzzle brake. The loads in the accompa-
nying chart were developed in the LAW rifle.

Redding makes excellent dies for reloading the .280 
AI. In fact, when I acquired the Mk. VII, I ordered a 
Redding die set. When I received the new LAW rifle, 
I discovered my full-length-sized fired cases didn’t 
chamber properly, so I called Robin Sharpless, execu-
tive vice president at Redding Reloading Equipment, 
and learned I needed a new set of dies.

In response to me asking why, Sharpless stated: 
“The SAAMI standard .280 Ackley Improved is 0.014 

shorter from case head to the shoulder datum line 
than Ackley’s original design. Ackley’s ‘improved’ car-
tridge designs were designed to ensure that standard 
rounds would headspace (i.e., jam in the chamber) 
at the neck/shoulder junction. Redding’s original 
dies were labeled ‘.280 Remington 40° Improved’ 
and configured to match Ackley’s original design.

SHOOTER’S GALLERY

THE BALLISTICIAN THE RELOADERTHE SHOOTIST
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 “Our new dies are labeled ‘.280 Ackley Improved’ 
and will properly full-length size the SAAMI ver-
sion. We offer a noncataloged, special shellholder so 
you can use the new sizer die to handload for your 
Shaw rifle. It’s machined to provide the extra 0.014 
offset so you can’t set the shoulder back too far when 
full-length resizing your cases. So, use our standard 
#1 shellholder when you’re reloading for the LAW 
rifle and the special one for the Shaw Mk. VII.”

.280 AI Brass
As of now, only Nosler loads factory ammo and 

offers new .280 AI brass. However, you can readily 
fire most factory .280 Remington ammo in a .280 
AI chamber to fireform cases. And, as you may have 
noticed in the data chart, there are a few gaps in the 
library of lab-tested load data for the .280 AI. Hodg-
don, Sierra, and Nosler provide reliable reloading 
recipes. Richard Lee’s 2nd edition loading manual 
also includes a comprehensive compilation of .280 
AI load data.

Ackley published the Handbook for Shooters & 
Reloaders in the early 1960s. The two-volume set 
includes extensive load data for a compendium of 
wildcat and factory cartridges, including his “.280 
Remington Improved.” However, if you have access 
to this reference, his load recommendations are 
often less than conservative, so use with caution 
and reduce your starting loads accordingly.

In my rifle Nosler factory loads with 140-grain 
AccuBonds averaged 3,076 fps. My handloads with 
Vectan Tu8000, PP 4000-MR, and Reloder 17 
have no corroborating data source. Because their 
velocities match or exceed Nosler’s results, start at 
least 5 percent lower if you choose to load these 
components.

The .280 AI is often fondly referred to as Ackley’s 
finest wildcat. In a good rifle, it can be highly accu-
rate, and in the hunting fields, it has great downrange 
energy without a lot of shoulder-thumping recoil. 
Handloading the cartridge is one way to bring out 
its full potential.

100-YD.

C.O.L. VEL. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) CASE PRIMER (IN.) (FPS) (IN.)

LAW Professional, 24-in, Barrel

Hornady 139-gr. SST Vectan Tu8000 59.0 Nosler Fed. 210M 3.330 2930 1.45

Nosler 140-gr. AccuBond PP 4000-MR 59.0 Nosler Fed. 210M 3.330 3121 1.34

Nosler 140-gr. AccuBond IMR 4831 59.0 Nosler Fed. 210M 3.330 3010 1.16

Nosler 140-gr. AccuBond IMR 7828SSC 60.0 Nosler Fed. 215M 3.330 2958 0.85

Nosler 140-gr. Ballistic Tip IMR 4350 57.0 Nosler WLR 3.300 3040 1.18

Nosler 140-gr. Ballistic Tip IMR 4451 57.0 Nosler WLR 3.300 3076 1.48

Speer 145-gr. Grand Slam Reloder 17 55.5 Fed. WLR 3.150 3020 1.36

Speer 145-gr. Hot-Cor Vectan Tu8000 60.0 Nosler Fed. 210M 3.250 3020 1.48

Sierra 150-gr. GameKing H4831 60.0 Fed. Fed. 215M 3.250 3048 1.67

NOTES: Accuracy is the  average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. Velocity is the average of 10 rounds measured eight feet from 
the gun’s muzzle.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads and make sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to the high 
test loads listed. Since Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, neither Shooting Times nor the various fire-
arms and components manufacturers assume any responsibility for the use of this data.

.280 ACKLEY IMPROVED ACCURACY & VELOCITY

POWDER
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SIDE FROM RUGER’S SUPERB LINE OF

.22 rimfire semiauto handguns, the com-
pany has—in my admittedly subjective 

opinion—never produced a top-notch 
semiauto pistol. Early designs offered a 

good value for the dollar, and I greatly 
respect the more recent Ruger SR 

series for its reliability and dura-
bility. But all Ruger centerfire 

semiauto handguns have left me with—in the immortal 
words of Homer Simpson—a distinctly “meh” reaction.

Until now. According to Ruger, the all-new American 
Pistol was developed using feedback from consumers, 
particularly law enforcement and military, distributors, 
and retailers, and it’s said to be packed with innovations, 
is as robust as Paul Bunyan’s axe, and is as reliable as taxes, 
no matter the user’s environment.

I confess that when glancing over the first press release, 
I again thought “meh” and went back to whatever task I 
was at. What could another polymer-frame pistol offer 
that isn’t already available on the market? It wasn’t until 
I had a test pistol in my hands that the new American 
got my attention.

Cutting-Edge Yet Classic
My first hands-on impression was one of attention 

to detail, something that I’ve never really attributed to 
Ruger’s semiauto centerfire handguns. The ergonomics 
at first blush are superb, and close examination revealed 
thoughtful design engineering and an intriguing com-
bination of cutting-edge and classic features (a lanyard 
attachment point, for example).

Eventually giving the American Pistol the attention it 
deserves, I took it apart, carefully examined every part, 
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and my admiration continued to grow. With-
out further ado, let’s plunge in and check out 
what makes this new “Tupperware” (okay, glass-
filled nylon) pistol worth considering.

First, as I mentioned, it’s beautifully ergonomic. 
Feel is extraordinary, arguably equaling any other 
polymer-frame pistol on the market, which is saying something. 
Most of that is by virtue of thoughtful engineering, aided by 
interchangeable grip modules of various sizes. Since we’re on 
the subject, let’s take a look. The modules dovetail onto the 
back of the grip frame and lock in place via a cam that rotates 
a quarter-turn. Said cam is turned via a common T10 Torx 
wrench (included).

My test gun came with the medium-size module installed, and 
it felt good enough that I didn’t anticipate switching. However, 
while exploring how the system works, I installed the small-size 
module—and it felt even better. I have fairly large, beefy hands 
but short fingers, and with the small module in place, the pistol 
points like an extension of my hand, and I can hit the maga-
zine release with my thumb without changing my grip at all.

I’ll go so far as to state that with the small module installed, 
the American’s grip is the smallest I’ve ever found on a full-
size, high-capacity pistol. That’s an advantage for women and 
men with small mitts that can’t be overstated.

Also critical to the fine ergonomics the American offers is a 
well-relieved, undercut trigger guard and high beavertail at the 
top rear of the grip frame, both of which enable the shooter 
to achieve a good high grip that aids recoil control and point-
ability. To stave off the risk of bursting with enthusiasm, I 
will point out that the top rear of the grip frame is somewhat 
unsightly—a bit blocky and unrefined in its lines. Of course, 
that’s a subjective observation.

Grip panels are textured with a surface that is much like a very 
fine stippling, combined with a minimalist pattern of raised 

diamonds at the rear. Complementing it, the frame’s frontstrap 
is likewise textured, but with raised double panels of small, fine 
diamonds split by a double row of tiny, back-to-back triangles.

Ruger took ergonomics a step further by making the pistol 
fully ambidextrous. Unlike several competing models, the mag 
release and slide lock aren’t reversible. Rather, there’s one on 
each side of the pistol. That not only is an advantage to south-
paw shooters, but also benefits right-handed shooters any time 
weak-hand shooting might be required. Plus, right-handed users 
with short fingers, like me, can opt to hit the mag release on 

AMERICAN PISTOL

Three easily changed grip modules come with 
the American Pistol. With the smallest installed, 
the pistol has the smallest grip circumference of 
any high-capacity 9mm Joseph has fired, making 
it a particularly good option for those with small 
hands or short fingers.

Genuine Novak low-snag sights grace 
the American Pistol’s slide. Note also the 
stipple-like texture with raised diamond 
“checkering” on the grip.
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the right side of the frame with the tip of their middle finger 
instead of shifting their grip so they can use their thumb on 
the conventional left-side release.

Speaking of magazines, two are included with each pistol, 
feature 17-round capacity, and are made of slick “Nickel-Tef-
lon” plated steel. Numbered holes in each side reveal how many 
cartridges are on board, and the front lip of the polymer base-
plate is extended just enough to allow a shooter limited to 
one hand to hook it on something and rip it from a jammed 
gun if need be.

Taking apart a Ruger American Pistol magazine for cleaning 
and maintenance is so easy my two-year-old could do it. Wait, 
my two-year-old has done it. But I digress. There’s a small hole 
in the baseplate: push anything sharp into it to disengage the 
retention detent; slide the baseplate off; and remove the spring, 
follower, and spring seat. (Wearing safety glasses during disas-
sembly is recommended.) Clean and reassemble in reverse order.

The American Pistol’s trigger is distinctly Glock-like in 
appearance and offers similar safety advantages. Take-up is 

short, release is as crisp as may be expected in a striker-fired 
design, and reset is very distinct. As measured with my Lyman 
digital trigger gauge, the go-switch on my test pistol breaks 
at 5 pounds, 13 ounces on average. That’s for a series of five 
measurements, and there was little variation from pull to pull.

No polymer-frame pistol today would be complete without a 
rail on the dustcover, and the American obliges nicely. It offers 
2 inches of MIL-STD 1913 mounting surface with four slots.

A massive but unobtrusive takedown lever resides on the left 
side of the frame, a bit forward of the slide lock. Field strip-
ping was engineered for simplicity. To disassemble, drop the 
magazine, lock the slide back, and rotate the takedown lever 

A Glock-like trigger offers safety, and 2 inches of MIL-STD 1913 rail 
offers plenty of room for a light or laser. The stout extractor dependably 
hauls empty cases from the chamber. With its adaptable ergonomics, 
good accuracy, and reliability, the new Ruger American Pistol is a solid 
option for any purpose from plinking to law enforcement or defending 
hearth and home. 
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about 45 degrees clockwise. You’ll feel it click into position. 
Release the slide lock and draw the slide and its innards for-
ward off the frame. No trigger pull is necessary. It’s about as 
safe and simple as they come.

With the slide assembly off the frame, lift the captive spring 
out, jiggle the barrel out, and you’re ready to clean and lube. 
As Ruger points out, the American Pistol requires minimal 
lubing to run properly—a drop inside the frame just beneath 
the front sight, a drop at the top inside of the frame just in 
front of the ejection port, and a drop spread down each rail 
groove suffice nicely.

The barrel is made of stainless steel and is 
4.2 inches in length for 9mm and 4.5 inches 
for the .45 ACP version. It has a nicely pol-
ished integral feedramp. At its rear a cut acts 
as a visual loaded-chamber indicator, but 
there’s no tactile indicator. Lockup is of tilt-
ing breech design, wherein the hood atop the 
barrel breech cams up into the top of the ejec-
tion port to lock and tilts down to unlock. 
According to Ruger, the design incorporates 
a recoil-reducing barrel cam that coupled with 
a low-mass (lightweight) slide and low bore 
axis helps minimize recoil and muzzle jump.

As for the slide itself, it too is constructed of stainless steel, 
and it is coated with an ultradurable, corrosion-resistant black 
nitride. It interfaces with the frame via the rails of a rigid, one-
piece stainless-steel chassis embedded into the polymer frame. 
All fire controls also interface with the chassis.

A nitrided stainless-steel chassis houses all the fire 
controls and offers a pair of steel rails for the slide 
to interface with.

Disassembly is easy and does not require a trigger pull. Drop the mag, 
lock the slide back, rotate the takedown lever, release the slide lock, and 
draw the slide assembly forward off the frame. Lift the spring and barrel 
out and go to cleaning.

AMERICAN PISTOL
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Like the Model 1911, the Ruger American Pistol is of con-
trolled-feed design. As cartridges are scooped from the magazine 
and fed into the chamber, the rim of the cartridge slides up the 
face of the breech beneath a massive 0.25-inch extractor hook. 
Ejection is accomplished via a fixed ejector set into the chassis 
in the polymer frame.

Serrations at the rear of the slide make for a sure grip, even 
with hands slippery from sweat or blood. More for style than 
as a matter of function, an additional set of shallow serrations 
are machined across the deeper cuts, leaving a set of elongated 
diamonds atop the ridges.

Bona fide Novak LoMount Carry three-dot sights come stan-
dard. They minimize snagging on clothing; are durable; and 
provide a good, clean sight picture. Elevation isn’t adjustable, 
but the rear sight has a tension screw that may be loosened and 
the sight drifted to correct horizontal discrepancy from point 
of aim. Additionally, variations are available in plain black (no 
dots), with a white bar, with tritium inserts, and so forth on 
shopruger.com.

Interestingly, the American Pistol is initially available in 9mm 
Luger and .45 ACP—no .40 S&W version. Is this an indication 
that the .40 S&W cartridge is waning in popularity? Could 
be. At any rate, the 9mm American Pistol has a 17-round mag-
azine capacity, and the .45 ACP magazine holds 10 rounds. 
Only the Medium and Large grip modules come with pistols 
chambered in the larger caliber.

Ruger has partnered with Blade-Tech, which is offering sev-
eral different holsters for the American Pistol—and they’re 
already available on shopruger.com. Additionally, CrossBreed, 
DeSantis Gunhide, and Safariland are making appropriate hol-
sters, with level I, II, and III retention holsters already available 
from the latter.

MANUFACTURER
Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.
ruger.com

TYPE Striker-fired autoloader

CALIBER 9mm Luger

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 17 rounds

BARREL 4.2 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 7.5 in.

WIDTH 1.4 in.

HEIGHT 5.6 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 30 oz.

GRIPS Integral to polymer frame

FINISH Matte black

SIGHTS Fixed Novak LoMount

TRIGGER 5.8-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY
Integrated trigger safety,
automatic sear block

MSRP $579

RUGER AMERICAN PISTOL

Lapping.
Fire lapping can smooth out some
nasty tool marks.
But, how do you know when to quit?

The Hawkeye knows!

Gradient Lens Corporation - 800.536.0790      
www.hawkeyeshooting.com

PRECISION BORESCOPES
Designed, made and sold by precision shooters!

Hawkeye® Borescopes
inspect firearms for defects that affect 
accuracy. Image rotation allows 360º 

examination of lands and grooves with 
the clarity of a medical endoscope.  

HS17-SHOT-KIT (Lockable metal case) $895
HS17-SHOT-AFB (In a box) $745. 
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Confidence-Building Performance
After exploring the pistol as thoroughly as possible without 

actually putting rounds downrange, I filled my range bag with 
an assortment of different-brand 9mm ammo loaded with var-
ious bullet weights and headed out to test accuracy, reliability, 
and feel while firing.

To test accuracy, I fired a series of five-shot groups at 25 yards 
with each type of ammunition, averaging each type separately 
and, later, all ammo types combined. Impressively, overall aver-
age came in at 2.23 inches, and one type of ammo—the Black 
Hills 124-grain JHP +P load—produced a tight 1.34-inch aver-
age. Unfortunately, that was also the only load that the pistol 
had any trouble digesting. More on that in a moment.

Not to worry: The Barnes 115-grain TAC-XPD load grouped 
at 1.75 inches and shot smoothly with stellar reliability. As a 

matter of confidence-building fact, the Ruger American Pistol 
chugged through every load but one entirely malfunction-free. 
Magazines inserted and seated easily when full and dropped 
freely when empty; cartridges flowed into the chamber, fired, 
and ejected smoothly; and empty brass piled neatly and consis-
tently on the ground just off my right shoulder. Point of impact 
ranged from right on with the heavier bullets tested to slightly 
high with a couple of the 115-grain loads.

The Black Hills load I mentioned displayed an odd anom-
aly. Thin rings of copper material were left at the forward end 
of the chamber after every couple of shots, and the rings pre-
vented following cartridges to chamber fully. I am unsure of the 
cause, but I do know that although the problem occurred repeat-
edly with that particular load, no other load displayed it at all.

I’m not sure I can blame the ammo alone. I had my Glock 17 
along and ran a magazine full of the offending 
load through it with no sign of any malfunc-
tions. Afterward, I examined its chamber for 
rings of copper and saw nothing.

I also ran several informal shooting drills 
with the Ruger American Pistol, subjectively 
evaluating pointability, shootability, and rapid-
fire controllability. Shooting targets small and 
large from 3 feet to 50 yards, I pushed the 
pistol, double tapping; dumping magazines; 
shooting strong- and weak-handed; and firing 
slow, carefully aimed shots. Throughout, the 
superior ergonomics of the pistol were evident. 
To my delight, when I did my part, I could hit 
a coffee can some 50 yards away two-handed, 
right-handed, and even left-handed.

AMERICAN PISTOL

25-YD.

VEL. E.S. S.D. ACC.

AMMUNITION (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

9mm

Barnes 115-gr. TAC-XPD 1046 26 10 1.75

Black Hills 115-gr. JHP +P 1316 54 23 2.20

Hornady Critical Defense 115-gr. FTX 1169 23 9 2.57

Winchester 115-gr. FMJ 1152 81 30 2.43

Black Hills 124-gr. JHP +P 1303 45 17 1.34

Speer 124-gr. Gold Dot 1165 17 8 2.54

Hornady Critical Duty 135-gr. FTX 1050 18 7 2.82

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of five rounds measured 10 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

RUGER AMERICAN PISTOL ACCURACY & VELOCITY

LaserLyte Lyte Ryder
RETAILING AT $121, THE LYTE RYDER IS ONE

of the smallest laser units that is both universal and 

ergonomic. With two different housings—one compact, one 

really compact—that the master module can be swapped 

between, it will fit just about any pistol with a Picatinny-

type rail. There’s an activation button on each side, either 

of which may be touched with the tip of a finger or thumb 

to turn the unit on. Hold either button down for about five 

seconds to switch between constant-on and pulse.

Three 392-size hearing-aid type batteries power the 

device, which is touted to offer up to five hours of con-

stant-on use and 10 hours in pulse mode. They can be 

changed without removing the unit from the gun. A six-

minute auto-off protects the batteries from inadvertently 

being drained. The laser module is built on 6061 aircraft-

grade aluminum; the housings are 14 percent glass-filled 

nylon. Weight is less than 0.75 ounce.

On the downside, the unit is not waterproof, and you’ll 

want to be careful as you tighten it onto your pistol’s rail. 

I fractured the large-size housing on my unit by torquing 

on the provided Allen wrench a bit too enthusiastically. 

Thankfully, LaserLyte offers a three-year warranty.

—Joseph von Benedikt
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Holstermakers have quickly adopted the Ruger American Pistol and offer a number of 
holster styles, including the SuperSlide from CrossBreed shown here.

While I won’t say that the new Ruger American Pistol will 
ever earn my affection like a fine Model 1911, I’m quickly build-
ing the same sort of confidence in it as I have in my favorite 
wheelbarrow—and lest you take me wrong, that’s a solid com-
pliment that I usually only direct to the worn Glock 17 that 
accompanies me just about everywhere.

Is it of the same high quality as other top polymer-frame 
semiautos on the market today, such as those by Glock, Smith 
& Wesson, Springfield Armory, SIG SAUER, Walther, Heckler 
& Koch, and so forth? Absolutely. I suspect it will eventually 
earn a place competing with the top tier, with the likes of Glock 
17s and S&W M&Ps.

Visit our website for details surrounding our SUB MOA accuracy guarantee.

     550 N. Cemetery Rd. • Gunnison, UT 84634
    435.528.7999 • 888.517.8855    435.528.7999 • 888.517.8855

TMTMTM

Weight: 6.3 - 6.7 lbs.WWeight: 6.3 - 6.7 lbs.eiight: 6.3 - 6.7 lbs.

Weight: 6.4 - 6.8 lbs.WWeight: 6.4 - 6.8 lbs.eiight: 6.4 - 6.8 lbs.

Excellence through Design, Quality, and Performance.Excellence through Design, Quality, and Performance.



Pick up your copy of Complete Book of the Model 1911 at your local newsstand, 
order online at shootingtimes.com, or call 800-260-6397.

See how Kimber has remas-
tered its line of fine 1911s. 
Learn how to keep your 1911 
running smoothly for gen-
erations by giving it regular 
checkups. Take a good look 
at Nighthawk’s, DoubleStar’s, 
Les Baer’s, Springfield’s, Ed 
Brown’s, SIG SAUER’s, Rock 
Island Armory’s, and STI’s most 
popular families of 1911s. Find 
out how the newest 1911s 
from Dan Wesson, Rock River, 
Magnum Research, EAA, Iver 
Johnson, Smith & Wesson, 
CZ-USA, Ruger, Chiappa, and 
Remington perform.

Don’t miss the 
2016 edition of
Complete Book of 
the Model 1911.
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 N
AME A PLACE ON THE HUMAN BODY

suitable for concealed carry of a handgun 
and at least one of the 200 or so holster 
manufacturers in our country offers a 
design specifically for it. Galco, DeSan-
tis, and Safariland are all big players and 
offer excellent products, but smaller shops 
like CrossBreed, Gary Kramer, and Milt 
Sparks also have huge followings. Because 

women have different body shapes than men, they have their 
own holstermakers, such as Gun Goddess, Fancy Pants Hol-
sters, Etsy Gun Holsters, and Cerisse Wilson’s Soteria Leather.

Whether you choose an inside-the-waistband (IWB) belt 
holster or an outside-the-waistband (OWB) one, belt hol-
sters are available for wear in various around-the-clock body 
positions. Up front at 12 o’clock is the navel and to either side 
of it is the appendix position for either a left- or right-handed 
shooter. Moving to the rear at about 6 o’clock we have the 
small-of-the-back position. Holsters worn in positions rang-
ing from 3 o’clock to 5 o’clock for right-handed shooters and 7 
o’clock to 9 o’clock for lefties are the most popular. Most hol-
sters designed for strong-side wear tilt the grip of a gun forward 
approximately 10 to 15 degrees. This makes it easier to draw, 
and since the grip of the gun is positioned in a more vertical 
alignment with the body than in a neutral-rake holster, its butt 
is less likely to print through clothing.



Leather is still a favorite material, and 
the hard-molded type is superior in gun 
retention and longevity to inexpensive 
soft holsters. Turn a top-quality molded 
holster with an empty gun upside down 
and give it a gentle shake over a bed or 
big cushion. If the fit is correct, the gun 
should remain in the holster.

Horsehide has advantages over cow-
hide. It is stiffer and thinner without 
sacrificing durability, it holds its shape 
longer, and it is more resistant to mois-
ture. Living in an area of sweltering 
summer temperatures and extremely 
high relative humidity, I appreciate the 
fact that perspiration cannot easily pen-
etrate a horsehide holster to reach the 
gun inside.

Favorable characteristics—lower cost, 
durability, and excellent shape reten-
tion—make thermoplastic Kydex a good 
alternative to leather, and many holster-
makers now offer it.

Both materials have advocates, but 
when choosing a new holster, I place 
a higher priority on quality, how it is 
designed to be worn, its ability to con-
ceal, its comfort after a reasonable 
break-in time, and its retention qual-
ities than what it’s made of. With the 
exception of the Answer holster with an 
optional soft cowhide lining from Tucker 
Gun Leather, Kydex wears the blued steel 
from a gun rather quickly. However, if 
drawing and reholstering is practiced 
as much as it should be, any holster—
regardless of what it is made of—will 
eventually do the same. Kydex does have 
a distinct advantage; if gun fit is not pre-
cisely to its owner’s liking, careful heating 
with a hair dryer can reform it.

One of the best designs to come along 
is the hybrid constructed by attaching a 
Kydex shell with its backside missing to 
a backing made of leather or other mate-
rial. Originated by Tucker Gun Leather, 
it was popularized by the late Mark 
Craighead who founded CrossBreed 
Holsters and brought us the incredibly 
successful SuperTuck. Its wide leather 
backing distributes pressure over a large 
area of the body, giving it an extremely 
high comfort factor rating. The design 

OWB VERSUS IWB
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also prevents holster shift on the belt and is quieter to draw 
from than an all-Kydex holster. And since the stiff shell is better 
at resisting collapse from pressure applied by a belt, it is supe-
rior to an all-leather holster for inside-the-waistband carry.

Another interesting design is the Remora, which gets its name 
from the fish that uses a sucker disk in its mouth to attach itself 
to the belly of a shark. The holster is fabricated by enclosing a 
ballistic nylon shell in a nonslip rubberized outer fabric. Due 
to the sticky surface texture, the IWB version stays put without 
being strapped or clipped to a belt. I chose the optional snap-on 
metal clip that allows it to be worn attached or unattached to the 
belt. I also chose the optional sweat shield and thin leather lining.

IWB
Which is more popular: IWB or OWB? According to Mike 

Barham at Galco, the split in sales for his company is approxi-
mately 60/40 in favor of IWB. By the way, because space here 
is limited, I’m covering only strong-side wear.

IWB is tops in concealment. Since most of the holster as 
well as the handgun from its grip forward are hidden from 
view by the pants, a short jacket will hide a full-size 1911 pistol, 
even when squatting down or stretching the arms and upper 
body while reaching for something on a top shelf. Wear that 
same gun OWB and you’ll need a longer garment to hide it. I 
occasionally carry a Glock 17 wearing a Crimson Trace Laser-
grip in an OWB Galco Concealable, but mostly during winter 
when I am wearing a fairly long coat. During summer that gun 
rides IWB. And speaking of summer, since IWB holds a gun 
tighter against the body than OWB, it is not as likely to print 
through thin clothing.

There are many different IWB holster designs and two basic 
variations. When a coat, a shirt with its long tail out, or other 
cover garment is worn, the standard style does the job. But if 
an outer garment is not worn or if it is and is subject to being 
removed in public places, the tuckable style is the choice if com-
plete concealment is required or desired. As the tail of a shirt is 
being tucked into the pants, specially designed belt retention 
clips, hooks, or straps allow the shirt to be positioned over the 

A Kydex shell with no backside attached to a 
leather backing, the OWB-style Snapslide from 
CrossBreed with a Glock 26 (left) is constructed 
the same as the company’s IWB holster (right).

One of the 
best designs 

to come 
along is the 
hybrid con-
structed by 
attaching a 
Kydex shell 

with its back-
side missing 
to a back-
ing made 
of leather 
or other 
material. 

Originated 
by Tucker 

Gun Leather, 
it was pop-
ularized by 

the late Mark 
Craighead 

who founded 
CrossBreed 
Holsters and 
brought us 
the incredi-

bly successful 
SuperTuck.
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OWB VERSUS IWB

top of the gun and between the holster and the waistband of 
the pants. Allowing the shirt to uniformly blouse out a bit all 
around the waist further enhances its ability to hide the gun 
from sight. Retention clips or straps of the holster are usually 
still partially in view, but less noticeable if they are the same 
color as the belt. Belts commonly come in brown or black, 
and some holsters can be ordered with interchangeable clips 
or straps in those two colors.

Learning-curve length can vary considerably among the var-
ious designs. Galco’s V-Hawk and SkyOps work equally well, 
but due to the simple Y-Hook belt fastener of the latter, I find 
it easier to get into when wearing it with a tucked-in shirttail. 
Keep in mind that using the tuck-in feature of most tuckable 
holsters is optional, and the holster can be worn like a standard 
IWB when hidden from view by an outer garment.

Until getting into any IWB holster is mastered, it can some-
times be easier to do so while looking at a large mirror. Attaching 
the belt and empty holster to the pants prior to putting them 
on is another option. Demonstration videos found at the web-
sites of some holster manufacturers can be helpful.

IWB is not without its shortcomings. If pants fit snugly 
without the holster, a couple of additional inches in the waist 
will be needed with it. That means having pants you already 
have altered by a professional seamstress or buying new ones. 
And since the belt goes over the top of the holster rather than 
beneath it, an additional inch or two in length will be required 
there as well. An obvious problem with having pants and belts 
sized for IWB is they may be too large for a comfortable fit 
with OWB or when carrying concealed with a holster not 
worn on the belt.

Since a properly worn IWB holds the grip of the gun snugly 
against the body, it is not as easily drawn from as an OWB. It 
becomes even slower and more fumble-prone when hidden 
completely from view by a tucked-in shirt. But with enough 
practice, the difference is not great. My average time in draw-
ing from a tucked IWB and placing a double tap into the “A” 
zone is not a lot slower than from non-tucked IWB.

The hurdles mentioned can be overcome with practice, but 
the biggest issue against IWB is many find it uncomfortable to 
wear. For years I seldom used one and then changes in circum-
stances in my life required doing so more often. I now find some 
to be about as comfortable as any OWB I have ever worn. How 
long it takes to completely break in one to the point where it 
has comfortably conformed to the body will vary among the 
various holster designs and from person to person.

Another great tuckable design—shown here untucked for clarity—is the 
Galco SkyOps carrying a Glock 27. Its optional Y-Hook style belt reten-
tion hook is barely noticeable.

Now you don’t see it. Tucked-in shirttail (slightly bloused) conceals a 
Glock 19 in a CrossBreed SuperTuck IWB holster. Now you do see it. 
Pulling up on the tail of the shirt makes the Glock 19 accessible for a 
quick and smooth draw.
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OWB VERSUS IWB

Several holsters that I had not previously tried were included 
in this report. Those from CrossBreed arrived first. After two 
days of continuous wear, a SuperTuck carrying a Glock 19 was 
pretty much broken in, and by the end of the fifth day, its pres-
ence was no more noticeable than when wearing OWB. That 
included walking, squatting, sitting behind a computer, driv-
ing a car, meeting my wife at a restaurant for lunch, and all the 
other activities typical in a day for me. Summertime tempera-
ture and humidity are extremely high in my part of the country, 
so when ordering a SuperTuck, horsehide was specified because 
it is more sweat-proof than cowhide. Its open-muzzle design 
allows it to work equally well with my G19 and G27 pistols.

The DeSantis Flex-Tuk, carrying an S&W 342 AirLite Ti, 
also broke in quickly. The same went for a Colt Officer’s ACP in 

the Galco V-Hawk and a Glock 26 in a Galco SkyOps. Between 
the two Galco holsters, the V-Hawk held a bit of an edge in 
comfort, although I would be happy using either. A friend who 
tried both preferred the SkyOps, which goes to show that just 
as body sizes and shapes vary, so does holster preference. Due 
to its flexibility, the Remora required no breaking in.

The toleration level varies not only from holster to holster, 
but also from person to person. Should you feel the beginning 
of a hot spot from new holster rub during the wear-in period, 
cover the spot with Leukotape or thin, adhesive-backed mole-
skin from Jaybird and Mais. Just as important as wearing-in a 
holster is finding that sweet spot on the belt. Sometimes shift-
ing it less than an inch forward or rearward can mean a big 
difference in comfort without compromising concealment.

OWB
While IWB holsters may be a bit more popular, the advan-

tages of a good OWB holster are not to be ignored. Because it 
does not hold a gun as tightly against the body as IWB, cloth-
ing between it and the body is less likely to interfere with the 
draw. Ideally, when drawing from concealment, the first grip 
taken on the gun is the one used when firing it, and it should 
be a good one. Accomplishing that on a consistent basis can be 
a bit easier with an OWB holster, especially for those who do 
not regularly practice drawing. With enough practice, there is 
very little difference in speed between the two types of holsters.

A tight belt tends to close the mouth of a leather IWB hol-
ster, even if it has a reinforced entrance, and for that reason, 
reholstering with OWB is easier, smoother, and, for some, 
probably a bit safer. While not as easily concealed as IWB, 
when combined with the right gun and clothing, along with 
a bit of common sense, it is concealable enough.

Back in 1991 I settled on a custom Colt Officer’s ACP in a 
DeSantis Mini Scabbard as a regular carry combination. When 
the Glock 27 was introduced a few years later, I matched it up 
with one of Gary Kramer’s Belt Scabbard holsters. I am still 
carrying those same guns and holsters. They have been worn 
beneath everything from a casual button-up or pullover shirt 
with a long tail hanging out to a suit and tie, and as far as I 
know, neither has been detected by curious eyes. Their guns 
have been drawn hundreds of times through the years during 
practice, yet retention of both is as about the same as when 
they were new.

Another favorite OWB holster for 1911 pistols is Bill Wil-
son’s classic Lo-Profile. I have had one for many years. Curved 
to fit the contour of the body, it and the Kramer Belt Scabbard 
are pancake style. With belt loops at front and back, they do 
a great job of preventing the butt of a handgun from tilting 
outward and printing through clothing. Most holster com-
panies offer the pancake style or variations of it. There are 
many other options in OWB with the CrossBreed Snapslide 
and Virtus (see the accompanying sidebar), Galco Conceal-
able, and DeSantis Speed Scabbard being excellent designs.

CrossBreed Virtus Series
CROSSBREED RECENTLY ANNOUNCED A PARTNER-

ship with Jason Winnie Leathergoods whereby the two 

companies will be offering special handcrafted holsters 

in the new Virtus series. The first offering is the limited-

edition OWB Sapientia.

The Sapientia is made of genuine steer hide and 

inlaid with elephant hide and embossed with a custom 

logo that highlights both companies. It fits standard-

size Model 1911s. Only 100 Sapientia holsters will be 

made, and MSRP is $399. Other Virtus series holsters 

are planned for release in the near future.

—Joel J. Hutchcroft





Regardless of the holster chosen, it must be comfortable when 
standing, walking, sitting, and during all the other activities of its 
wearer. And it must remain so when worn for hours each day. If 
it is not, the temptation to leave the firearm behind will be great.

If a holster of known quality and design does not feel right at 
first, give it time to conform to your body. Chances are it will 
get to the point where you pay very little attention to its pres-
ence on your belt. Ten days or so of continuous wear should 
begin to tell the story, and some companies make deciding 
pain free. A CrossBreed holster comes with a two-week trial 
warranty with the company promising to buy it back if it is 
returned within that time frame. There is also a lifetime war-
ranty for the original owner; if a holster fails in any way under 
normal use, it will be repaired or replaced at no charge, usu-
ally within two to three days.

The three rules for becoming proficient at quickly (and safely) 
drawing from concealment and placing a bullet on target are 
practice, practice, and more practice. Schedule allowing, I prac-
tice drawing and firing every week. Drawing and dry-firing at 
home as often as possible is squeezed between those live-fire 
sessions. Last but certainly not least in importance, be safe by 
always remembering to reholster with the safety “On” (if your 
gun has one), finger off the trigger, and without pointing the 
muzzle toward your body.

Shown here with a Glock 17 outfitted with a Crimson Trace Lasergrip 
is the Galco Concealable, one of Layne’s favorites for OWB carry of 
a full-size gun.

OWB VERSUS IWB

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF

WWW.ITALIANFIREARMSGROUP.COM

Each company represents at least 
one of the four primary categories of 
frearms manufacturing: competition 
handguns, hunting rifes, sporting 

shotguns, and historical recreations. 
They bring the latest in frearm design, 
technology and materials to the United 

States while continuing to follow the 
centuries-old gun manufacturing 

traditions of Italy.
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Suppressor Ready

 Tactical Perfection
• Engineered for performance.

• Precision machined in America. 

• Hand-crafted to perfection.

Special Forces SR
Chainlink III

Lightrail Frame

Suppressor Ready Barrel

Trijicon RMR® Sight

Blended Magwell
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The .223/5.56mm is still the most popular chambering for 
ARs, but more than a few shooters want more oomph. For them, 
Windham offers ARs in .308 Winchester. In addition to the 
traditional flat black, .308s can be had with a TimberTec camo 
finish or with laminated wood in a nutmeg finish.

Shooting Times had the chance to test and evaluate one of 
Windham’s newest variations fresh off the drawing board. It’s 
called the Model R18FSFST-308. (The “18” and the “308” des-
ignations are easy enough to figure out, but I’ll leave the rest 
of the alphabet soup to you.) I’ll just call it the R18 for short.

 M
OST SHOOTING TIMES READERS KNOW

that Windham Weaponry turns out a 
wide variety of AR-type rifles in various 
lengths, finishes, and calibers. There’s 
something for just about everyone.

While Windham does not shy away 
from the traditional law enforcement and 
tactical communities, it also deempha-
sizes the “military look” with many of 

its ARs. Special models for hunting—with spiffy dip finishes, 
wood and laminated stocks, and longer bar-
rels—broaden the appeal and application of 
the rifles to a lot of folks. The company even 
has models compliant for sale in California, 
Massachusetts, and New Jersey.

The R18’s 4150 chrome-moly vanadium 1159E steel 
barrel has a 5/8-24 threaded muzzle and is supplied 
with an A2 flash suppressor. The barrel’s rifling twist 
rate is 1:10. The top of the Midwest Industries 15-inch 
free-floated handguard has 34 Picatinny rail slots num-
bered T20 through T54 for the addition of sights or 
other accessories.

THUMPER
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The Model R18FSFST-308
The R18 looks and feels like a solid piece of machinery. It 

is a conventional gas impingement semiauto. The receiver is 
forged from aircraft-grade 7075 T6 aluminum, and its flat top 
has Picatinny rail slots for quick and easy mounting of optics or 
back-up iron sights (BUIS). The 18-inch barrel is 4150 chrome-
moly vanadium 1159E steel and is supplied with an A2 flash 
suppressor. The barrel’s rifling has six grooves with a 1:10-
inch, right-hand twist, which is perfect for most all bullets 
suitable for the .308 and a crank up from the standard 1:12-
inch twist of many .308 sporters. All the levers, buttons, and 
controls are located in the same familiar places, so the learn-
ing curve is short indeed.

The R18 has a free-floated handguard with a full-length 
slotted rail on top to which the user can mount all manner of 
accessories, and there are numerous attachment points all along 
the sides and bottom. And the bonus is they are not the type 
that chews the skin off of your hand while shooting. The stock 
is adjustable for length of pull. The pistol grip is a Hogue Over-
Molded grip. The R18 comes in a hard plastic case with one 
20-round Magpul magazine; a five-round magazine is avail-
able for hunting, if required.

For testing the R18, I mounted a new Meopta Meostar R2 
1-6X 24mm scope. The Meostar is an excellent scope, and the 
KDot2 reticle (located in the second focal plane) is an inter-
esting one. Three faint black lines point from the left, right, 
and bottom, from the periphery of the field of view toward 
an illuminated central dot. The black lines don’t meet, cross, 
or touch the central dot; it just “hangs” there in the center of 
the field of view.

A rheostat on the left side of the adjustment turret turns the 
dot on and off and controls the brightness of the dot. The hash 
marks between the numbers on the rheostat dial are actually 
the “On” positions. After the shooter has selected the appro-
priate brightness level, he can turn off the dot by moving the 
dial from the hash mark to an adjacent number. In this way the 
chosen brightness setting can be reacquired very rapidly with-
out having to remember which number it was or crank the dial 
more than one click.

The scope’s adjustments are positive clicks. Meopta scopes 
are made in the Czech Republic, so it is inevitable that the 
units are metric. Each click is 1.5 centimeters at 100 meters, 
but for those of us on this side of the pond, Meopta thought-
fully notes, on the turrets, that this is 0.5 inch (actually, 0.539 
inch) at 100 yards.

With the scope mounted, the R18 weighed a hefty 10 pounds, 
2 ounces, but it was as steady as a rock on the benchrest bags. 
The “tactical” leanings of the Meopta scope were soon appar-
ent; it was somewhat challenging to shoot groups with the 
relatively large dot. But for close-quarter duels with feral hogs 
or other varmints, it would be ideal, and at 1X, the field of view 
was huge (approximately 111 feet at 100 yards).

The R18FSFST-308 is a solid and reliable direct impingement semiauto 
chambered for .308 Win. It comes with an 18-inch barrel, a 20-round 
magazine, and a 15-inch free-floated handguard.

The R18’s 20-round magazine is made by Magpul. It is easy to load, and 
it goes into the receiver easily and positively.

MANUFACTURER
Windham Weaponry
windhamweaponry.com

TYPE Direct gas impingement autoloader

CALIBER .308 Win.

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 20 rounds

BARREL 18 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 35.75 to 39.5 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 8.13 lbs.

STOCK 6 position adjustable

LENGTH OF PULL 11 to 15 in.

FINISH Hardcoat-anodized black

SIGHTS None

TRIGGER
8.13-lb. pull (as tested),
single stage tactical 

SAFETY Two position

MSRP $1,708

R18FSFST-308
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Range Results
I had a nice selection of .308 factory ammo on hand, so I 

gave the R18 a tour of my home range. The results are shown 
in the accompanying performance chart.

Some qualifiers for the group sizes are in order. The Meopta 
is a terrific scope, but as I said, it’s not designed for precision 
shooting. The red dot pretty much obliterated the aiming point 
on most targets. This made it tough to see exactly where I was 
aiming on some targets; a round bullseye target turned out to 
be best. Also, at 8 pounds, 2 ounces, the R18’s trigger pull was 
relatively heavy, and I generally shoot rifles with lighter trig-
ger pulls more accurately. The R18’s trigger was crisp and broke 
cleanly, so I don’t know exactly how much the heavy trigger 
affected my accuracy.

Nevertheless, at 100 yards, the R18 shot some nice, round 
groups that averaged 2.17 inches overall with 11 factory loads, 
although it was a bit picky about which ammo it liked. For 
example, the worst group was over three times the size of the 
best group.

Not surprisingly, the best groups were with premium match 
ammo. The best of the lot was Hornady’s 168-grain BTHP 
Match load that averaged a delightful 1.04 inches, followed 
closely by the Nosler 155- and 168-grain Match Grade loads. 
Two hunting loads also performed very well. Federal’s new 

165-grain Trophy Copper and Winchester’s 150-grain Razor 
Back shot right at 2 inches. A real surprise was Hornady’s 
Custom Lite load with a special 125-grain SST bullet. This 
ammo is said to have 43 percent less recoil than the typical 
150-grain full-power load, but it cycled through 100 percent, 
and it was darn accurate, averaging 1.91 inches.

I also fired several handloads that averaged overall 1.66 
inches. Four grouped between just under 1 inch and slightly 
over 1.5 inches, which I consider excellent for this carbine. The 

See our complete line of revolvers and accessories at:

WWW.HERITAGEMFG.COM

Rough Rider Series
Rough Rider rimfi re revolvers are authentically
crafted and made in the USA. They are
available in six and nine-shot options
in .22 LR and .22 Mag. Big Bore
offerings include .357 Mag
and .45 LC.

STARTING AT: $199 MSRP



100-YD.

VEL. S.D. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.308 Winchester

Hornady 150-gr. GMX H4895 44.5 2754 13 2.16

Hornady 155-gr. A-Max Varget 44.0 2570 6 2.12

Sierra 155-gr. Palma MatchKing IMR 8208XBR 43.5 2623 6 1.61

Nosler 165-gr. Ballistic Tip BL-C(2) 46.0 2620 13 2.36

Hornady 168-gr. A-Max IMR 4007SSC 45.6 2420 13 0.90

Sierra 168-gr. MatchKing CFE 223 46.0 2573 16 1.34

Sierra 175-gr. MatchKing VV N150 42.0 2358 13 1.14

Hornady Custom Lite 125-gr. SST Factory Load 2640 5 1.91

Hornady 150-gr. SST Factory Load 2701 14 2.83

Winchester Razor Back XT 150-gr. PHP Factory Load 2774 17 2.01

Nosler Match Grade 155-gr. HPBT Factory Load 2624 20 1.57

Federal 165-gr. Trophy Copper Factory Load 2540 5 1.98

Hornady Full Boar 165-gr. GMX Factory Load 2491 14 2.77

Hornady Match 168-gr. BTHP Factory Load 2550 16 1.04

Nosler Match Grade 168-gr. HPBT Factory Load 2622 16 1.67

Barnes Precision Match 175-gr. OTM-BT Factory Load 2489 6 2.75

Hornady Match 178-gr. BTHP Factory Load 2455 25 2.20

Hornady Superformance Match 178-gr. BTHP Factory Load 2675 13 3.11

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. Velocity is the average of five rounds measured 12 feet from the gun’s muzzle. 
Range temperatures were 74 to 93 degrees F. Hornady cases and CCI No. 34 primers were used for all handloads. Cartridge overall length was 2.80 inches for all handloads.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads and make sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to the high test loads 
listed. Since Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, neither Shooting Times nor the various firearms and components 
manufacturers assume any responsibility for the use of this data.

WINDHAM WEAPONRY R18FSFST-308 ACCURACY & VELOCITY

POWDER
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The R18 was acceptably accurate with a variety of factory 
ammunition and handloads, and there were absolutely no 
malfunctions during the shooting sessions.
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Hornady 168-grain A-Max over 45.6 grains of IMR 4007SSC 
(recently discontinued) printed a 0.90-inch group, and the 
Sierra 175-grain MatchKing with 42.0 grains of VihtaVuori 
N150 went 1.14 inches. Interestingly, the velocities of those 
two loads were the lowest of all handloads tested.

In the course of shooting over 200 test rounds, there was not 
a single bobble of any kind. This kind of reliability inspires con-
fidence in any situation.

The R18 had one aggravating quirk. No two loads shot to the 
same point of impact. Groups were 5 to 9 inches apart with the 
same hold. This meant having to reshoot some groups because 
I missed the entire 8.5x11-inch target with some loads. I finally 

wised up and put up a large piece of cardboard 
with a stick-on bullseye in the middle and then 
fired away.

The carbine also had a pleasant quirk. The 
R18’s barrel did not accumulate copper fouling 
at all! I cleaned out powder and primer foul-

ing with Butch’s Bore Shine after every 12 to 15 rounds and 
checked the bore with my Hawkeye Borescope. There was not 
a hint of the dreaded copper sheen. This is the mark of a good 
barrel—and a major bonus.

The R18 is a rather specialized gun and won’t be confused 
with a benchrest or varmint rifle, but its accuracy is certainly 
acceptable for an AR-10-type gun with a medium-powered 
tactical red-dot optic. It’ll serve well for thumping hogs and 
dropping deer or black bears, home defense, and law enforce-
ment and tactical situations. Overall, it was accurate, reliable, 
and solidly built. It’s a solid choice for those who need the 
unique features of a .30-caliber AR.

Steve used a Meopta Meostar R2 1-6X 24mm scope 
with KDot2 illuminated dot reticle during his shoot-
ing sessions. The scope is a great choice for close 
quarters defensive shooting and also for thumping 
hogs, but its 2-MOA dot is a bit too large for longer 
range precision shooting.

Tech support: 1-800-223-8799 | Other calls: 1-888-223-3006
/SierraBullets

© Copyright 2016 Sierra Bullets

Contact your favorite dealer for the complete line  

of Sierra bullets or visit sierrabullets.com.

in addition to 30 & 22 caliber.
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HEN HORNADY INTRODUCED THE

LEVERevolution ammunition in 
2006, it was a member of the com-
pany’s Light Magnum family. Pointed 
FTX bullets combined with uncom-
monly high velocities elevated 
a number of old cartridges to 
previously unheard-of perfor-
mance levels. Flex Tip nose 

inserts made them safe to use in the millions of lever 
actions with tubular magazines owned by hunters 
around the world. Light Magnum was replaced by Super-
formance technology a few years later.

When I first tried the new ammo, the plan at Hornady was to 
stick with existing cartridges ranging in caliber from the .30-30 
Winchester to the .45-70 Government. I had owned a Win-
chester 94AE in .307 Winchester since the two were introduced 

back in 1982 and was especially happy to receive several boxes 
of the ammo loaded with a 160-grain FTX bullet at 2,710 fps. 
Soon thereafter, Hornady and Marlin collaborated on the devel-
opment of the .308 Marlin Express, and I’m sad to say, the .307 
Winchester loading was dropped. Also loaded with a 160-grain 

FTX, the Marlin cartridge has a 2,660 fps velocity rating.
The LEVERevolution series eventually grew to include 

most of the cartridges most of us shoot in lever-action 
hammer guns. In addition to those I have mentioned, 
the .32 Winchester Special (a pleasant surprise), .338 

Marlin Express, .35 Remington, .444 Marlin, and .450 
Marlin joined the family. And since several rifles and car-

bines are chambered for revolver cartridges, the .357 Magnum, 
.44 Magnum, and .45 Colt were added to the line. (Those 
loadings work equally well in revolvers.) A .348 Winchester 
factory load never materialized, but when a 200-grain FTX 
bullet became available for handloading, I stopped complaining.
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At the distances game is usually taken with most tube-
magazine lever actions, FTX bullets don’t shoot a great deal 
flatter than bluntnosed bullets, but they shed velocity more 
slowly resulting in increases in downrange energy. The .30-30 
LEVERevolution load delivers almost as much energy at 200 
yards as a conventional load with a 170-grain flatnose 
bullet at 100 yards.

Accuracy will vary from rifle to rifle, with large 
groups sometimes being the fault of the rifle. My 
Marlin 444SS with its Ballard-style rifling with a 
twist rate of 1:20 inches averages around 2 inches 
at 100 yards with LEVERevolution ammo and with 
my handloads with the 265-grain FTX. Accuracy is not as 
good from my Marlin 444S, probably due to its slower 1:38 
Micro-Groove rifling. Why my Remington Model 14 pump 
gun shoots bluntnosed bullets more accurately than the FTX 
has yet to be explained.

Points to Ponder
Like most good bullets made today, the FTX is capable of 

better accuracy than many rifles it is used in are capable of. 
Out of curiosity, I loaded 25 of the 160-grain bullets in the 
.308 Winchester and fired them at 100 yards from my rail gun. 

Five-shot groups averaged 0.297 inch. The smallest group 
I have fired in a lever-action rifle was most definitely 

a fluke, one likely to never be repeated. My custom 
Marlin New Model 1895 in .45-70 is exceptionally 
accurate, but it had never before squeezed five bullets 

inside half an inch at 100 yards. The group, measuring 
0.345 inch, was compliments of the Hornady case, Fed-

eral GM210M primer, and 51.0 grains of Reloder 7 behind the 
Hornady 325-grain FTX bullet.

It might be of interest to note that the .30-caliber 160-grain 
FTX is the exact same weight as originally loaded in the .30-30 
by Winchester when it was introduced back in 1895. And the 



.32-caliber 165-grain FTX matches in weight the bullet intro-
duced by Winchester in the .32 Winchester Special in 1902. 
Back then, the velocity of those cartridges was considerably 
slower than LEVERevolution is loaded to. And since the sights 
of early rifles were calibrated for ammunition being loaded at 
the time, some of those sights cannot be adjusted low enough 
to bring bullet point of impact and line of sight close enough 
together for hunting.

A Winchester 94 in .32 Special built around 1920 and owned 
by a friend is an example. With its rear sight bottomed out, the 
Hornady factory load is around 6 inches high at 100 yards. 
Installing a taller front sight is an option, but he prefers to 
keep the rifle as it was when it left the factory. Rifles of later 
production seldom have that problem, with my 1941-vintage 
Model 94 in .32 Special an example. With its rear sight rest-
ing on the first step up from the bottom of its elevator, the 
LEVERevolution load is on the money at 100 yards. Elevat-
ing the sight another step puts the bullet 4 inches high at 100 
yards and dead on at 250.

Handloading FTX bullets to lower velocities is a solution 
for rifles that cannot be properly zeroed with Hornady factory 
ammo, although it tends to defeat the purpose. Somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 2,000 to 2,100 fps usually lowers bullet point 
of impact close enough to point of aim. The LEVERevolution 

loading of the .35 Remington with a 200-grain FTX at 2,225 
fps impacts several inches higher at 100 yards than the Lyman 
tang sight on my Remington Model 14 pump gun can handle. 
Handloading that bullet to 2,000 fps makes it work with very 
little difference in trajectory out to 200 yards.

THE REVOLUTIONARY FTX

Hornady FTX bullets can produce excellent accuracy. This 0.345-inch five-
shot group fired at 100 yards is the smallest Layne has ever shot with 
his Marlin New Model 1895 in .45-70, and it’s the smallest he’s ever fired 
with any lever-action rifle. The handload consisted of a Federal case, a 
Federal GM210M primer, and 51.0 grains of Reloder 7 behind Hornady’s 
325-grain FTX bullet.
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Join Ruger and help us raise $4,000,000 for the NRA. 
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AR-556 ® Rifle (Model 8500*)

16.10'', Medium Contour, Cold  

Hammer-Forged Barrel with  

Ruger ® Flash Suppressor 

and 1:8'' Twist **

Post Front Sight and Ruger ® Rapid  
Deploy Folding Rear Sight

Flattop Upper Receiver Features a  

Forward Assist, Dust Cover and  

Brass Defector

100% 
 AMERICAN-MADE

Ergonomic Pistol 

Grip Features an 

Extended Trigger 

Reach for More 

Precise Trigger 

Control

Milled Gas Block 

Has Multiple 

Attachment 

Points Including 

a QD Socket and 

Bayonet Lug,**

for Many Sling 

and Accessory 

Mounting OptionsM

D IRECT  IMP INGEMENT,  MODERN  SPORT ING  R I FLE

*  Some rifes may not be available in all states and locales due to laws limiting magazine capacity and feature-based restrictions. Please check with your local law enforcement agency prior to purchasing this frearm 
to verify that it may legally be purchased and/or possessed in your particular state and locale.

**  State compliant model 8502 is offered with a fxed stock, heavy contour barrel, no bayonet lug or fash suppressor and includes one, 10-round magazine.

RUGER AR-556

The Ruger ® AR -556® is a semi-automatic, M4-style, direct       impingement Modern Sporting Rifle that offers consumers 

an affordable, American-made rifle with the rugged reliability they have come to expect from Ruger. Extensively tested during 

its development, the AR-556® is constructed from top-quality components, including forged 7075-T6 aluminum upper and 

lower receivers and a cold hammer-forged, chrome-moly steel barrel with M4 feed ramp cuts. Chambered in 5.56 NATO, the 

AR-556’s carbine-length, flattop, M4 design is fully configured with a Ruger ® Rapid Deploy folding rear sight, milled F-height gas 

block with post front sight, forward assist, dust cover, brass deflector, telescoping six-position or fixed stock, improved trigger-reach 

grip and enlarged trigger guard. Standardized M4/AR components are utilized throughout, so the AR-556® can be customized easily. 
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THE REVOLUTIONARY FTX

Other older rifles with iron sights 
in my battery handle LEVERevolu-
tion ammo quite nicely. Factory ammo 
velocities for the Winchester Model 71 
in .348 Winchester originally ranged 
from 2,300 fps for a 250-grain bullet to 
2,920 fps for one weighing 150 grains. 
The sights of my Model 71 handle the 
200-grain FTX at 2,500 fps just fine. 
When both are loaded to the same veloc-
ity in the .45-70, the 325-grain FTX and 
various 300-grain flatnose bullets have 
similar points of impact, but they won’t 
shoot to the same point as those weigh-
ing from 400 to 500 grains. None of this 
matters when a rifle is wearing a good 
scope because most have enough lati-
tude in elevation adjustment to handle 
wide differences in points of impact of 
various bullets and velocities.

Since they are longer, FTX bullets dis-
place more space in cases than bluntnosed 
bullets of comparable weight. For exam-
ple, when Hornady 165-grain FTX and 
170-grain FN bullets are seated to their 
cannelures in the .32 Winchester Special 
case, the FTX extends 0.135 inch deeper 
into its powder space. For that cartridge, 
Hornady lists the same charge weights 
of various powders with both bullets, 
indicating that as chamber pressures go, 
the five grains less weight of the FTX 
bullet negates its greater intrusion into 
the case. On the other hand, when both 
types of bullets weigh the same, a reduc-
tion in charge weight with some powders 
behind the FTX may be necessary. Exam-
ples of differences in Hornady data for 
the .444 Marlin are a maximum of 45.4 
grains of H4198 with the 265-grain Inter-
Lock bullet versus 42.8 grains of the same 
powder behind the 265-grain FTX.

There are two .30-caliber FTX bullets 
weighing 160 grains. No. 30395 is for the 
.30-30, and No. 30396 is for the .308 
Marlin. There are also two .30-caliber 

Having seater stem No. 295S for bluntnosed bul-
lets and No. 467S for pointed bullets for Lyman 
.32 Winchester Special dies prevents damaging 
the soft nose tip of the FTX bullet. Other die-
makers also offer the two types of stems, and 
Hornady even offers six different stems shaped 
specifically for various FTX bullets.

NAVYARMS

THE FINEST 1873 RIFLE

54 Dupont Road, Martinsburg, WV 25404     ph - (304) 274-0004     

info@navyarms.com     www.navyarms.com    

Navy Arms 1873 Winchester™ Rifes
Achieving Excellence

Navy Arms, the founder of the replica frearms industry,

now makes the fnest production 1873 Winchester rife

reproductions in collaboration with Winchester™.  Deluxe

Grade 1 American Walnut is sent to Winchester™  for

installation on Navy Arms Winchester 1873’s, where the

original Winchester™ checkering pattern and “Winchester

Red” fnish are applied to the stocks, as is a Model 71

shotgun-style checkered steel buttplate for fast and sure

mounting.  e receiver and furniture are bone charcoal

color  case-hardened in the U.S.  Each rife is ftted with a

full octagonal  barrel with Marble Arms® gold-bead front

and semi-buckhorn rear sights. Finally, a Winchester™

short-stroke kit is installed to ensure smooth feeding and

rapid reloading in competition.  e result is a rife that is

unparalleled in quality, function, appearance & reliability.

It is truly the last 1873 you will ever need to buy. 

You’ve shot a long time...reward yourself.
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MonoFlex bullets weighing 140 grains; No. 30310 is for the 
.30-30, and No. 30311 is for the .308 Marlin. The ogives of 
the two .308 Marlin bullets are located farther back, and that 
puts their cannelures out of position for the .307 Winchester. 
The No. 30395 and No. 30310 bullets are used with it.

When loading FTX bullets in some 
cartridges, their cases will have to be 
shortened in order to keep overall 
cartridge length within the SAAMI 
maximum. Cases that require trimming 
are .357 Magnum (1.250 inches), .44 
Magnum (1.255 inches), .444 Marlin 
(2.065 inches), .45 Colt (1.215 inches), 
.45-70 (2.040 inches), and .50 B&M 
Alaskan (1.970 inches). The .45-70 case 
also has to be trimmed back to 2.040 
inches when loading the 250-grain 
MonoFlex. Keep in mind that shorten-
ing a case decreases its powder capacity, 
and maximum loads listed for other bul-
lets from various sources will generate 
higher chamber pressures than in full-
length cases.

The noses of seating stems in bullet-
seater dies made by various companies 
for cartridges that commonly use bullets 
with flatnose or roundnose profiles are 
shaped specifically for them. As an exam-
ple, stem No. 295S, which came in my 
Lyman die for the .32 Special, works per-
fectly with those bullets, but as I quickly 
discovered, using it to seat FTX bullets 
resulted in distortion and even removal 
of their pointed nose inserts. The No. 
467S stem in a Lyman .30-06 die set I 
had on hand is profiled for pointed bul-
lets ranging from .30 to .35 caliber, so 
I temporarily used it in the .32 Special 
seater die. Rather than switching the 
stem back and forth between the two 
dies, I eventually ordered an extra. The 
same solution would apply to dies made 
by others. Hornady dies for the various 
cartridges FTX bullets are commonly 
loaded in are also shaped for bluntnosed 
bullets. The company offers six different 
seating stems shaped specifically for FTX 
and MonoFlex bullets of various calibers 
as extra-cost accessories.

When handloading FTX bullets for some cartridges to be fired in lever-
action rifles, including the .444 Marlin and the .45-70 shown here, cases have 
to be shortened to prevent exceeding maximum overall cartridge length.

IRS Handguard System

INTEGRAL FOLDING SIGHTS

INTRODUCING THE

LAR-15 IRS MID**
With its integrated folding sights, multiple

 accessory rails, and RRA performance-tuned  

engineering, trustworthy backup is always at  

armÕs length.

RRA Helical
Muzzle Brake

CALIBER: 5.56MM NATO CHAMBER FOR 5.56 & .223

WEIGHT: 7.8 POUNDS LENGTH: 34.5”

VISIT:

LAR-15 IRS MID     IRS1815X
with RRA Operator CAR Stock

MSRP: $1565*
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100-YD.

VEL. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) CASE PRIMER (FPS) (IN.)

.30-30 Marlin 336, 20-in. Barrel, Burris 3-9X Compact

Hornady 140-gr. MonoFlex LVR 35.0 Horn. Fed. 210 2267 1.97

Hornady 160-gr. FTX LVR 37.0 Horn. Fed. 210 2250 1.28

Hornady 140-gr. MonoFlex Factory Load 2349 1.84

Hornady 160-gr. FTX Factory Load 2239 2.11

.30-30 Mossberg 464, 20-in. Barrel, Bausch & Lomb 2-6X

Hornady 160-gr. FTX LVR 37.0 Horn. Fed. 210 2289 2.17

Hornady 160-gr. FTX Factory Load 2363 1.79

.307 Winchester Winchester Model 94AE, 20-in. Barrel, Bausch & Lomb 1.5-6X

Hornady 140-gr. MonoFlex LVR 43.0 Win. CCI 200 2722 1.47

Hornady 160-gr. FTX LVR 42.0 Win. CCI 200 2584 1.55

Hornady 160-gr. FTX Factory Load (discontinued) 2664 1.41

.308 Marlin Express Marlin 336MX, 22-in. Barrel, Nikon Monarch 2-7X

Hornady 140-gr. MonoFlex LVR 43.0 Horn. CCI 200 2639 1.55

Hornady 160-gr. FTX LVR 42.0 Horn. CCI 200 2566 1.24

Hornady 140-gr. MonoFlex Factory Load 2710 1.47

Hornady 160-gr. FTX Factory Load 2547 1.18

.32 Winchester Special Winchester 94, 20-in. Barrel, Open Sights

Hornady 165-gr. FTX LVR 38.5 Horn. Fed. 210 2255 1.68

Hornady 165-gr. FTX Reloder 7 31.0 Horn. Fed. 210 2319 1.49

Hornady 165-gr. FTX IMR 4895 32.0 Horn. Fed. 210 2208 1.74

Hornady 165-gr. FTX Factory Load 2362 1.54

.32 Winchester Special Marlin 336ADL, 24-in. Barrel, Weaver K4

Hornady 165-gr. FTX LVR 38.5 Horn. Fed. 210 2321 1.87

Hornady 165-gr. FTX Factory Load 2378 1.76

.338 Marlin Express Marlin 336XLR, 24-in. Barrel, Zeiss 3-9X

Hornady 200-gr. FTX Accurate 2520 44.0 Horn. WLR 2369 1.47

Hornady 200-gr. FTX Factory Load 2498 2.46

.348 Winchester Winchester Model 71, 24-in. Barrel, Williams Receiver Sight

Hornady 200-gr. FTX VV N150 49.0 Win. Fed. 210M 2468 3.24

.357 Magnum Ruger Model 77/357, 18.5-in. Barrel, Bushnell 3-9X

Hornady 140-gr. FTX Accurate No. 9 13.5 Rem.* CCI 550 1710    1.76**

Hornady 140-gr. FTX Factory Load 1582    1.55**

.35 Remington Remington Model 14, 22-in. Barrel, Lyman Tang Sight

Hornady 200-gr. FTX LVR 41.0 Rem. CCI 200 2011 5.12

.35 Remington Marlin 336, 20-in. Barrel, Weaver 4X

Hornady 200-gr. FTX LVR 42.0 Rem. CCI 200 2064 2.28

.356 Winchester Winchester Model 94AE, 20-in. Barrel, Weaver V-3 1-3X

Hornady 200-gr. FTX Accurate 2460 44.0 Win. CCI 200 2527 2.12

.44 Magnum Ruger Model 77/44, 18.5-in. Barrel, Swarovski 3-9X

Hornady 225-gr. FTX PP 300MP 22.0 Horn.* CCI 350 1840    1.47**

Hornady 225-gr. FTX Factory Load 1952    1.78**

.44 Magnum Winchester Model 92, 20-in. Barrel, Open Sights

Hornady 225-gr. FTX W296 21.0 Horn.* CCI 350 1865    1.65**

Hornady 225-gr. FTX Factory Load 1819    4.66**

.444 Marlin Marlin 444SS, 22-in. Barrel (1:20 Twist), Meopta 3-9X

Hornady 265-gr. FTX Reloder 7 47.0 Horn.* Fed. 210M 2247 1.87

Hornady 265-gr. FTX Factory Load 2276 2.11

.45 Colt Marlin 1894 Cowboy, 20-in. Barrel, Redfield 4X

Hornady 225-gr. FTX Blue Dot 12.0 Horn.* CCI 300 1089    2.31**

Hornady 225-gr. FTX Factory Load 1260    1.77**

LEVEREVOLUTION ACCURACY & VELOCITY



100-YD.

VEL. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) CASE PRIMER (FPS) (IN.)

.45-70 Marlin 1895, 22-in. Barrel, Redfield 1-4X

Hornady 250-gr. MonoFlex Reloder 7 52.0 Horn.* CCI 250 2277 1.55

Hornady 325-gr. FTX Reloder 7 51.0 Horn.* CCI 250 2028 1.65

Hornady 250-gr. MonoFlex Factory Load 1939 1.42

Hornady 325-gr. FTX Factory Load 2071 1.84

.50 B&M Alaskan Custom Marlin New Model 1895, 22-in. Barrel, Nightforce NXS 1-4X

Hornady 300-gr. FTX IMR 4198 67.0 Star.* Fed. 210M 2428 2.28

*Shorten case as described in text **Accuracy is at 50 yards

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three or more five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. Velocity is the average of 10 rounds measured 15 feet 
from the guns’ muzzles.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads first and make sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to 
the high test loads listed. Since Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, neither Shooting Times nor the 
various firearms and components manufacturers assume any responsibility for the use of this data.

LEVEREVOLUTION ACCURACY & VELOCITY (CONT.)

Performance on Game
I have not shot a lot of game with FTX bullets, but I get the 

impression they are designed to perform the same as Hornady 
bluntnose bullets of the same calibers and in the same or simi-
lar weight range. That makes them ideal for use on deer. They 
should work okay with shots to the lungs of larger game, such 
as moose and elk, but they are too soft for shots to the shoul-
der on those animals. It boils down to a tradeoff. Had the FTX 
been made considerably stouter, it might not have performed as 

well on deer, and since deer is the animal hunted by most who 
use lever-action rifles today, the guys at Hornady were wise in 
developing bullets specifically for that purpose. I would not 
hesitate to go after elk in dark timber with FTX bullets of sev-
eral calibers, but when squeezing the trigger, I’d make certain 
the sights are behind the shoulder and not on it.

The MonoFlex bullet is of monolithic construction, and that 
makes it a better choice for use on larger game. Three factory 
loadings—.30-30 140 grains, .308 Marlin Express 140 grains, 

336 Hazen Lane, Orofno, ID 83544  n  208.476.9814  n  Learn more at NightforceOptics.com

And at any range.  

Since 1992, Nightforce 

rifescopes have been used 

to win more matches and set 

more records in long-range 

competition than any 

brand. Our Competition™ 

and Precision Benchrest 

models are purpose-built 

for one reason—to give the 

competitive shooter every 

possible advantage under 

every conceivable condition. 

PROVEN WINNERS ON ANY RANGE.

NEW COMPETITION™

             FIXED 42 x 44

COMPETITION™

       15-55 x 52

PRECISION

BENCHREST

8-328-32 x 56x 56

12-42 x 562-42 x 56
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THE REVOLUTIONARY FTX

FTX bullets were designed specifically for use on deer and expand nicely 
at the low impact velocities delivered by lever-action rifles. The .45-70 is 
more than actually needed for a deer of this size, but the 325-grain FTX 
at 2,000 fps drops them quickly with minimal spoilage of the eating part.

and .45-70 250 grains—are listed in Hornady’s catalog. The 
three bullets are also available for handloading. I have not had 
an opportunity to use either on game, but I did spend a lot of 
time developing a load for the .307 Winchester prior to a hunt 
that got canceled. Accuracy in that rifle is quite good. About 
everything else I have written about the FTX applies to the 
MonoFlex as well.

Hodgdon’s LEVERevolution powder is said to be loaded by 
Hornady behind FTX and MonoFlex bullets in LEVERevolu-
tion ammunition. Even so, we must keep in mind that velocities 
advertised by Hornady are from pressure barrels with absolute 
minimum chamber and bore dimensions. Bullet speed from 



Layne says Hornady’s LEVERevolution ammo loaded with 
FTX and MonoFlex bullets is the latest huge step forward 
in the evolution of lever-action rifle cartridges.

mass-produced barrels with their looser tolerances usually falls 
short of factory ratings, although in some cases it can be quite 
close. Reloading data for various cartridges in Hornady’s 9th

edition manual are from barrel lengths common to factory 
rifles chambered for them. I don’t always reach those veloci-
ties in all rifles, but the difference is seldom enough to matter.

There have been three huge steps forward in the evolu-
tion of lever-action rifle cartridges since they were introduced 
during the 19th century. One is the development of smokeless 
powders. Another is the introduction of the jacketed bullet. 
LEVERevolution ammunition loaded with FTX and Mono-
Flex bullets is the latest.

Made In

The U.S.A.

Windham W , Inc. • 999 Roosevelt Trail • Windham, Maine 04062

Get all the details at:
www.windhamweaponry.com  or call Toll Free: 1-855-808-1888

.223 / 5.56mm Barrel with 

MCS Upper & Integral Forend 

7.62 x 39mm Barrel
Bolt, Bolt Carrier & Magazine

9mm Barrel,
Blowback Bolt

Carrier & Magazine

MCS Lower Receiver
with Telestock &
Interchangeable 
Magazine Wells 

Magazine Well for .223/5.56mm, .300 Blackout
& 7.62x39mm with AR Type Magazines

Magazine Well for 7.62x39mm
with AK Type Magazines

Magazine Well for 9mm
Colt Type Magazines

.300 Blackout Barrel
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The Windham Weaponry MCS System offers a 
quick change barrel capability in its Upper 
Receiver and interchangeable Magazine Wells in 
the Lower. The complete MCS System offers 4 
different calibers with appropriate bolt carriers 
and magazines interchangeable in no more 
than a few minutes. A variety of kits are 
offered, and individual components are 
available so that you can choose the 

calibers you want, or “grow” the 
system as you desire. 
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SHOOT DEFENDHUNT TRAIN

QUICKSHOT

WHEN YOU PICK UP A COONAN CLASSIC MODEL 1911, THE FIRST THING

you notice is its handfilling grip frame. You can tell right off that it’s much 

deeper than that of a .45 ACP Model 1911. The reason for that is the pistol 

is built to fire the longer .357 Magnum cartridge. The .357 Magnum car-

tridge’s overall length is 1.590 inches, whereas the .45 ACP cartridge’s 

overall length is 1.275 inches.

Another major difference between the Coonan Model 1911 and a typi-

cal Model 1911 is its linkless barrel. Upon firing, the slide and barrel (locked 

together by the barrel’s locking lugs engaged in the slide’s recesses) travel 

rearward in recoil. This movement of the slide carries the sear lever back 

until its tail is no longer above the trigger lever. After a short amount 

of free travel, the lower part of a lug on the barrel’s underside strikes 

a cam that’s attached to the frame to pull the barrel down, unlock 

it from the slide, and terminate its rearward travel. Unlike a typical 

Model 1911, there is no swinging link under the barrel.

The Coonan’s trigger system is different than the usual Model 1911 

trigger, too. The trigger is hinged, and its axis pin is concealed by the 
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(six-round magazine). In addition, just recently, the com-

pany announced a .45 ACP-chambered Model 1911.

The .357 Magnum Classic comes with a 22-pound recoil 

spring, which is correct for shooting .357 Magnum ammo. 

If shooters want to shoot .38 Special and .38 Special +P 

ammo, they need to switch out that spring for a 10-pounder 

available from Coonan.

On the range the .357 Magnum Classic was comfortable to 

shoot, even with fast-stepping 125-grain JHP high-velocity 

ammo. The pistol was nicely accurate, too. I fired 125-grain, 

140-grain, and 158-grain factory loads at 25 yards, and over-

all average accuracy for five-shot groups was 1.76 inches. 

My tightest group average (1.25 inches) came with Barnes 

VOR-TX 125-grain TAC-XPD ammo. That loading also had 

the highest average velocity (1,385 fps, measured 12 feet 

from the gun’s muzzle).

This pistol is very well made. It’s reliable, accurate, and 

powerful. I think it’s appropriately named because it defi-

nitely is a classic.

slide catch. The head of the axis pin is visible on the right-

hand side of the frame directly above the trigger. The trigger 

mechanism takes up less space inside the frame, which is 

needed in order to make room for the ramped barrel.

And yet another difference with the Coonan .357 Magnum 

Model 1911 is the seven-round magazine. Getting the long, 

rimmed .357 Magnum revolver round to function reliably in 

the 1911 platform took a considerable amount of engineer-

ing, and company founder Dan Coonan came up with the 

design back in the 1970s when he was a college student. 

That’s when he designed the pistol, too. Original guns were 

made from 1983 until 1998, when the company went out of 

business. The company was resurrected in 2009, and pro-

duction began again in 2010. The pistol used 

for this report was built in 2015.

Currently, Coonan offers 14 versions of 

the .357 Magnum 1911. The gun Shooting 

Times used is the standard natural stainless 

model with walnut grips and combat-style 

fixed rear sight. You can also have it with 

aluminum grips (black or silver) and Dura-

Coat finishes in several colors and digital 

camo patterns. There’s a 5.7-inch-barreled 

version and a 6.0-inch-barreled pistol, too. 

There’s even a compensated model. There 

also is a Compact model with a shorter 

barrel (4.0 inches) and shorter grip frame 

MANUFACTURER
Coonan Arms
coonaninc.com

TYPE Recoil-operated autoloader

CALIBER .357 Magnum

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 7 rounds

BARREL 5.0 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 8.3 in.

WIDTH 1.3 in.

HEIGHT 5.6 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 42 oz.

GRIPS Smooth walnut

FINISH Satin stainless

SIGHTS
Fixed low-profile rear with two 
white dots, white-dot post front

TRIGGER 4.5-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY
Manual thumb safety,
beavertail grip safety

MSRP $1,514

CLASSIC

25-YD.

VEL. E.S. S.D. ACC.

AMMUNITION (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.357 Magnum

Barnes VOR-TX 125-gr. TAC-XPD 1385 19 7 1.25

HPR 125-gr. JHP 1288 26 10 1.88

Hornady Critical Defense 140-gr. FTX 1360 24 11 1.98

Black Hills 158-gr. JHP 1187 36 17 1.55

Hornady 158-gr. XTP 1348 19 10 2.13

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of five rounds measured 12 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

COONAN CLASSIC ACCURACY & VELOCITY

The Coonan is a recoil-
operated 1911 with an 
extra-deep grip frame to 
accommodate the long, 
rimmed .357 Magnum revolver 
round. It has a linkless barrel 
setup, a pivoting trigger system, 
and a specialized magazine.
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WITH TODAY’S POWERFUL, ACCURATE RANGEFINDERS; BALLISTIC APPS;

and high-ballistic coefficient super-bullets, 600 yards is the new 400 yards 

for the skillful rifleman. Whether your ethics cringe at that or not, stretch-

ing one’s lethal distance is a trend. Most riflescope makers are producing 

optics catering to that trend, but in most cases they’re just repurposed tac-

tical scopes. In other words, they are heavy.

Leupold’s VX-6 3-18X 44mm CDS-ZL, on the other hand, is a superb 

hunting optic with durable, consistent gears and high-quality, low-profile 

turrets ideal for dialing up for extended distances, and it’s comparatively 

lightweight. The CDS stands for Custom Dial System, and shooters can send 

Leupold their chosen bullet’s BC, muzzle velocity, scope height, and so forth 

along with the environments where they typically hunt, and the company 

will build them a custom turret cap engraved with yardages. In the field, just 

range the target, dial to the correct distance, hold directly on, and squeeze.

The company recently announced the ZL locking feature, which prevents 

the VX-6’s turret from accidentally being turned when brushed against a 

pant leg, truck seat, saddle scabbard, or whatnot. Also new is the FireDot 

Wind-Plex, an illuminated reticle with 1-MOA hash marks to 

help shooters consistently hold for wind.

There’s only one downside to the CDS turret system. With 

its zero-stop type mechanism in place, the turret has only one 

full rotation of movement—about 19 MOA of upward adjust-

ment. With slower cartridges, such as the .308 Win. or .30-06, 

that limits the shooter’s ability to dial past about 600 or 700 

yards. No problem for hunters, but if you want to shoot far-

ther for recreational purposes, you can’t unless you get the 

retro-fit flange from Leupold’s custom shop. It allows unlim-

ited upward rotation with the zero-stop in place.

Here the über-flat trajectory of a high-velocity cartridge 

paired with a high-BC bullet is a real virtue. For instance, when 

paired with a Hornady 162-grain, .613 BC bullet exiting the 

muzzle at 3,200 fps, my custom 7mm Weatherby Magnum rifle 

requires only 18.25 MOA of adjustment to reach 1,000 yards. 

With the Leupold VX-6 CDS-ZL I can consistently shoot pie-

plate-size groups on my 1,000-yard Action Target torso plate.

MSRP: $1,819.99

leupold.com

SHOOT DEFENDHUNT TRAIN

QUICKSHOT

LEUPOLD VX-6 3-18X 44MM CDS-ZL

MANUFACTURER
Leupold & Stevens
leupold.com

MAGNIFICATION 3-18X

OBJECTIVE LENS 

DIAMETER
44mm

TUBE DIAMETER 30mm

EYE RELIEF 3.7 to 3.8 in.

FIELD OF VIEW
7.0 to 38.0 ft. @  
100 yds.

ADJUSTMENT CLICKS 0.25 MOA

ELEVATION

ADJUSTMENT RANGE
75 MOA

WINDAGE

ADJUSTMENT RANGE
75 MOA

LENGTH 13.5 in.

WEIGHT 19.2 oz.

FINISH Matte black

MSRP $1,819.99



SHOOT DEFENDHUNT TRAIN

QUICKSHOT

THE SCOPEAID FROM CLEMIT WAS CREATED FOR SHOOTERS WHO WEAR

bifocals. Its intended purpose is to bring the reticle of a riflescope into 

sharp focus.

According to Clemit founder Jay Eller, when shooters who wear bifo-

cals—and he’s one of them—try to look through a riflescope, the crosshairs 

are blurry because the reticle is close to the eye. To bring the reticle into 

sharp focus, the bifocal wearer has to view it through the lower portion of 

the eyeglasses, and that means raising or tilting one’s head. Getting one’s 

head positioned so as to see through the bifocals can be a real problem. I 

wear bifocals and can attest to that. It’s frustrating to say the least.

As a long-range rifle competition shooter, Eller struggled with it, and his 

solution was to have his bifocal prescription put in a lens that mounts onto 

the back of his riflescope. He calls it the ScopeAid.

The ScopeAid uses HD optics and a shooter’s personal eyeglass prescrip-

tion. It has a flexible rubber housing that slides over a scope’s eyepiece. 

Using the shooter’s prescription, Clemit makes proprietary calculations and 

then uses custom CNC equipment to machine pixels on the lens surface. 

After polishing and applying Clemit’s AR coating, the lens is installed in a 

medical-grade silicone rubber housing.

Coming up with that rubber housing wasn’t easy, but Eller’s professional 

experience in the rubber-molding industry enabled him to develop the cor-

rect material, which had to be strong and secure while also being flexible. 

He created a multiple cavity mold that produces a rubber housing that will 

fit a variety of scope diameters. Actually, two sizes are offered. One fits 

scopes with a diameter ranging from 36.33mm to 45.72mm. A larger size 

fits scopes with a diameter ranging from 45.72mm to 53.34mm.

The ScopeAid is offered with crystal, amber, yellow, flame, or mirage lens 

colors. I ordered the crystal version and put it on my Leupold VX-3 2.5-8X 

36mm scope mounted on a Ruger No. 1 RSI rifle. The scope’s Boone & Crock-

ett BDC reticle with CPC-style aiming points made for a good test. Without 

the ScopeAid, even adjusting the scope’s eyepiece as best as I could, the 

reticle just wasn’t completely in focus. Plus, I had to raise my head to be 

able to look through the lower part of my eyeglasses. Obviously, doing so 

did not allow the most consistent cheekweld. But after I put the ScopeAid 

on my scope, the crosshairs were crisp and so was each of the BDC lines 

with my head down, positioned with a firm cheekweld.

The ScopeAid does exactly what Eller designed it to do.

MSRP: $149 (crystal)

scopeaid.com

CRYSTAL

AMBER

YELLOW

FLAME

MIRAGE
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The .505 
began life as 

the .505 Rim-
less Magnum, 
then became 

simply the .505 
Magnum (as 
packaged by 
Eley-Kynoch  

for George 
Gibbs). Today, 
we know it as 

the .505 Gibbs.

SHOOTER’S SHOWCASE

HIPSHOTSGUNSMOKE

FEW CARTRIDGES ACHIEVE IMMORTALITY BY

appearing in a work of literature, but the .505 Gibbs 
is among them. In “The Short Happy Life of Francis 
Macomber,” Ernest Hemingway arms his professional 
hunter, Robert Wilson, with a .505 Gibbs 
(“…this damned cannon” Wilson calls it), and 
the cartridge became a byword for graceless, 
brutal efficiency.

This reference was no accident. Heming-
way was introduced to the .505 Gibbs during 
one of his visits to the shooting range in the 
basement of Abercrombie & Fitch on Madison 
Avenue in New York City. There he not only shot 
the rifle himself, but also induced a couple of non-
shooting friends to try it, thereby ensuring none of 
them would ever pick up a rifle again.

The .505 Gibbs is one of the few big British car-
tridges included in Philip Sharpe’s Complete Guide to 
Handloading. He describes it as a “super-magnum…
tremendously powerful, with an excessive amount 
of recoil.” Sharpe quotes a Winchester employee as 
saying that he had once enjoyed a “wonderful session 

of approximately 40 consecutive rounds” with the 
.505 and was “unable to enjoy life for the follow-
ing two weeks.”

John Taylor, who hunted Cape buffalo and rhino 
with the .505, did not agree. In fact, he wrote, 
he was “agreeably surprised” at how light the 

recoil was and found it “very pleasant to 
shoot.” It’s all relative.

The .505 was born in 1911, created by 
George Gibbs of Bristol for the then-new 

magnum Mauser action being imported from 
Germany. Originally dubbed the “.505 Rimless 
Magnum,” it may have been the very first cartridge 
to bear that label. A massive case with a sharp shoul-
der, it was intended to duplicate .500 Nitro Express 
performance in magazine rifles and fired a 525-grain 
bullet at 2,300 fps. Only a few were manufactured 
before the Great War put an end to making sport-
ing rifles, and not many were manufactured after 
1918, either, when magnum Mauser actions were 
hard to come by. At the most, only a few hundred 
were made in that era.
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For whatever reason, “.505 Rimless Magnum” was 
gradually replaced by “.505 Gibbs,” which is ironic 
when you consider how many other cartridges wear 
the name “magnum” but come nowhere close to jus-
tifying it ballistically.

Thanks to Hemingway, Sharpe, and Taylor
The huge Gibbs was not based on any existing case. 

Since rifles were few and the proprietary cartridge 
was available only through George Gibbs, ammuni-
tion was scarce and expensive. Combined with the 
rarity and cost of the magnum actions it demanded, 
this accounts for the complete dearth of wildcats 
based on the case even by the wildcatting maniacs 
of the 1930s.

Even so, there’s not much they could have done 
except neck it up to .577 or .600. With the powders 
available in that era, necking it down would have 
created a cartridge so tremendously overbore that it 
would have been useless. Even Roy Weatherby shied 
away from it.

Thanks to Hemingway, Sharpe, and Taylor, the 
.505 Gibbs always fascinated me, and through some 

strange quirk, I found myself in 2009 with 
two .505 Gibbs rifles on the verge of com-
pletion. I spent one of the most memorable 
of shooting days regulating the sights on 
them—one rifle in the morning, the other 
in the afternoon. This process involves firing 
a shot, filing the sights, firing another, and 
so on. I used Norma’s African PH ammo 
loaded with 600-grain Woodleigh bullets. 
At 2,100 fps (5,877 ft-lbs), that load is a 
mastodon-whacking magnum by any mea-
sure. After about a dozen rounds, both rifles 
were sighted-in, and I’d lived to tell about it.

I’d place the recoil somewhere between 
the extremes of Taylor and Sharpe, which 
is to say it’s not life-threatening, but you do 
need to hang on with both hands. Don’t let 
anyone tell you it’s not a magnum—with or 
without the name.

The .505 Gibbs (right) dwarfs even the .378 Weath-
erby, itself a belted version of the .416 Rigby.



Model 1897
The Winchester Model 1897 pump-

action shotgun was made from 1897 

to 1957. It was extremely popular with 

hunters. It saw duty during World War 

I and II, and it also was widely used by 

law enforcement officers.

The Recumbent Shooter  //  Continued From Page 72

Johnny grew to become Annie Oakley’s male shoot-
ing counterpart. And he performed in front of the 
crowned heads of Europe, including but not limited 
to Queen Victoria; the Prince of Wales, who later 
became King Edward VII; Archduke Franz Ferdi-
nand; German Kaiser Wilhelm II; and the kings of 
Belgium, Greece, Saxony, and Denmark.

Johnny Baker’s Guns
The handguns and shotguns Johnny used in his act 

are not well documented. However, he is known to have 
favored the Winchester Model 1897 pump shotgun. 

He is pictured with a pair of 1897s in many of the pho-
tographs that survive. He also enjoyed Colt revolvers, 
and while the specific model is not mentioned, a letter 
dated July 12, 1888, that Baker sent to a Mr. Hugh Har-
bison at Colt, asked for a .32-caliber revolver. As R.L. 
Wilson suggests, that letter reflects Johnny’s practiced 
eye for fine guns. Johnny also is known to have had a 
custom-made Colt Model 1889 .38 New Army and 
Navy revolver as well as a .44 New Service revolver 
with a special 7.5-inch smoothbore barrel.

Although Baker never achieved the level of fame 
that Annie Oakley did, he did achieve something 
Oakley never did. He stayed with Buffalo Bill’s Wild 
West for more than 35 years. In fact, he reportedly 
participated in more than 12,600 shooting perfor-
mances, firing over a million rounds of ammunition, 
and he eventually took over as arena director and 
business manager.

After Cody died in 1917, Johnny kept his foster 
father’s memory alive, founding the Buffalo Bill 
Museum of Golden, Colorado, in 1921. Baker remained 
Buffalo Bill’s most loyal friend and partisan until he 
passed away at the age of 62 in 1931.

A book of beauty...
for Firearms Values

and Information!

$49.95

Updated with current market trends, 
values, and new 2016 makes/models.

With more than 2,500 pages, this new edition includes 
1,500+ gun manufacturers, nearly 30,000 gun model 

descriptions, and over 180,000 prices!

Firearms industry standard and “Bible” for over 30 years.

BLUEBOOKOFGUNVALUES.COM

800.877.4867 EXT. 3
WHY GUESS WHEN YOU CAN BE SURE?

 Includes free domestic USPS Media Mail shipping

Also Available
Over two years in the making, 
this brand new Blue Book antique 
database contains the most in-depth 
information and up-to-date values 
ever published on pre-1899 f rearms!
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our factories, so our tools 
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12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AMP
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

comp at $69 .99 

$2999 

LOT 66783/60581/62334
60653 shown

comp at $29.97

$1199 

LOT 60625 shown
 95578/69645 

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

$499 

comp at $14 .99 

AMMO BOX

SAVE 
59%

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
$453

SAVE 
$66

SAVE 
57%

8",  5 SPEED 
BENCHTOP

 DRILL PRESS 

$5999 
comp at $126.47

LOT     62390/62520
60238 shown

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR

LOT   60338
69381 shown

$8999 comp at 
$168.97

SAVE 
$78

 MOVER'S DOLLY 
SAVE 
59%

$799 
comp at $19.97

• 1000 lb. 
capacity

LOT   60497/93888 shown
61899/62399/63095/63096

63098/63097

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE

LOT   60813/61889/61256/68142 shown

$29999
$39999 39999 comp at 

$752.99  

$14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  69091/67847  shown
61454/61693/62803

comp at $499  

SAVE 
$349

$9999
comp at 

$349.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952

SAVE 
$250
• 580 lb. 

capacity

 8" HUNTING KNIFE 
WITH SURVIVAL KIT 

LOT 61733
90714 shown

$799 
SAVE 
NOW

Customer Rating

$5999 
comp at $119 .99 

 RAPID PUMP® 

1.5 TON ALUMINUM 
RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles

• Weighs 32 lbs.

 LOT  69252/68053
62160/62496/62516
60569 shown SAVE 

$60
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WOW SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
$70

$3999
$5499 $5499 

comp at

$109.99

20-60 x 60mm 

SPOTTING SCOPE
WITH TRIPOD

LOT 62774/94555 shown
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WOW SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
60%

$1199
$2199 $2199 comp at

$29.99

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

YOUR CHOICE

• Accuracy
within ±4%

DRIVE LOT 

1/4" 2696/61277

3/8" 807/61276

1/2" 62431/239

Item 239 
shown
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WOW SUPER COUPON
1.51 CUBIC FT.

SOLID STEEL DIGITAL
FLOOR SAFE

SAVE 
$180

$12999 12999 comp at

$279. 99 

LOT 61565

62977/62678

91006 shown

$9999

Customer Rating

VALUE

$497 

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE MEASURE

LOT 69031/69030 shown

LOT 63135
61451 shown
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Johnny Baker, a.k.a. 
the Cowboy Kid, 

starred in Buffalo 
Bill’s Wild West for 
35 years. His most 
popular shooting 

feats were shooting 
aerial targets while 

standing on his head 
or lying down.

LEWIS H. BAKER, A.K.A. JOHNNY BAKER, WAS A

favorite of the grand old showman William F. Cody. 
In fact, Cody liked the boy so much he adopted him, 
although it was an unofficial adoption.

Born in 1869, Baker first encountered the Medal 
of Honor recipient and national hero somewhere in 
Nebraska (the exact location is not known) in 1876, 
when he was just seven years old. The boy was enam-
ored with Cody, and Cody in turn quickly took to the 
enthusiastic little boy, allowing him to hold the 
reins of his horse as he paraded through town. 
Cody felt a special connection with Johnny, 
who reminded the showman of his own son 
who had tragically passed away a year earlier. 
Cody took the boy in, partly because Johnny’s 
birth parents had endured substantial financial 
trouble, and Johnny soon became Cody’s star pupil.

The Cowboy Kid/Boy Marksman
Cody taught him to shoot and to ride, and seven 

years later in 1883, at the age of 14, Johnny became 
an official charter member of Cody’s traveling Wild 

West. He earned the moniker of the “Cowboy Kid,” 
and his acts included riding all sorts of wild ani-

mals (including buffalo, elk, and cattle) as well 
as shooting clay pigeons while standing on his 

head. That particular shooting feat, according to Shirl 
Kasper in his tome Annie Oakley, “…always brought 
a laugh because his head invariably ended up resting 
on a stone. He’d stop his act and rub his head before 
getting down to business again.”

Baker’s other shooting exhibitions had him firing 
at aerial targets while lying down or bending over 
backward. And he often shot at targets while bend-
ing over and firing between his legs.

He also won shooting championships and many 
contests that challenged his shooting skills. 

According to R.L. Wilson in Buffalo Bill’s 
Wild West: An American Legend, the 1916 
show program for Buffalo Bill’s Wild West 

stated, “In the many years young Baker has 
been touring with his sponsor, ‘Buffalo Bill,’ in 

many countries, no marksman has been subjected to 
more trying tests than he.” Baker generally won those 
contests. For example, during one such event in 1899 
he broke 1,000 flying objects out of 1,016 shots fired. 
In another “miss-and-you’re-out” event, he broke 38 
straight birds, eliminating all the challengers. During 
that same event, he gave an exhibition of every pos-
sible shot in his repertoire, interspersed with several 
entirely new shots not previously known to him, such 
as the “Tower Shot,” and he made 198 out of 200 tries.



Flawless performance on the range 

or at the ready. With its lightweight polymer 

frame, thin profile, and ramped 3.2” barrel, 

the Taurus Millennium® G2 is the perfect 

Everyday Gun™—at an unbeatable price.

Available in 9mm Luger or 40 S&W

Ideal for concealed carry

Proven performance

Picatinny accessory rail MIL-STD-1913

Adjustable rear sight

Taurus Security System®
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kimber tle™ ii pistols
unequalled quality. unmatched performance.

Created for and in cooperation with law 

enforcement, TLE II (Tactical Law Enforcement) 

family of pistols is ideal for duty carry, tactical 

applications and personal protection.  Newly 

updated for 2016 these seventeen 1911s feature 

an integrated mainspring lanyard slot (Pro and 

Custom only), G10 grips and a f at top slide.  The 

Custom TLE/RL II, pictured here of ers all key 

Kimber 1911 features with a 5-inch barrel, rail 

and weighs in at 38 ounces.
TLEs feature tritium night 

sights, front and back strap 

checkering and aggressive G10 

grips to ensure positive grip 

control and sight acquisition in 

a variety of environments.

Rail options allow for the 

mounting of lights and lasers 

for easy of target acquisition, 

models of ered with threaded 

barrels are ready to accept all 

standard suppressors. Stain-

less f nish provides added 

protection from moisture, 

wear and tear. 

All Kimber pistol parts are 

manufactured to the tight-

est tolerances; each pistol 

is hand-f tted.  Models are 

available in .45 ACP, 9mm 

and 10mm.
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